THE DIVINE SOURCE OF VOCAL MINISTRY

MEETINGS FOR LEARNING

WE ARE ALL SEEKERS
Among Friends

Finding Peace

I have set before you life and death, blessing and cursing; therefore choose life, that both thou and thy seed may live. (Deut. 30:18-20)

Singer/songwriter John McCutcheon has written a moving ballad, *Christmas in the Trenches*, that tells a true story of German and Allied soldiers laying down their weapons one Christmas during World War I and approaching each other, white flags in hand, to meet and celebrate Christmas with each other in no man’s land. Christmas carols were sung together in German and English; chocolates, cigarettes, and photos from home shared; an impromptu flare-lit soccer game engaged both sides. “Soon daylight stole upon us and France was France once more; With sad farewells we each began to settle back to war; But the question haunted every heart that lived that wondrous night; ‘Whose family have I fixed within my sights?’” McCutcheon’s song goes on to conclude, “Each Christmas come since World War I, I’ve learned its lessons well; That the ones who call the shots won’t be among the dead and lame; And on each end of the rifle, we’re the same.” Perhaps more than any other antiwar song I know, this one points to the deep irony that today’s enemy is tomorrow’s potential friend. Two friends of mine from New York Yearly Meeting embody this reality. One fought in World War II on the German side, the other on the U.S. side. The U.S. soldier was shot down and became a prisoner of war in Germany. Later in their lives, after the war, both became Quakers. Many years later, having become very good friends in the United States, the friend who’d been a German soldier accompanied the friend who was a former U.S. soldier back on a healing journey to Germany to revisit the sites of his capture and captivity, serving as his interpreter.

The implications of these stories are so powerful they can easily move me to tears. It underscores the insanity of armed confrontation and the incalculable loss to the world of all the potential good that might have issued from those who died in such conflicts. And it opens the imagination to the possibilities that lie beyond today’s tragic battles: what collaborations and mutually beneficial relations will one day emerge between us in the United States and those in the Muslim world, Iraq in particular?

Jesus was born in the Holy Land—the Middle East to us—at a time when occupation and cruelty abounded. He came to us with a stunning message of hope and instruction: Do unto others as you would have them do unto you. Love your neighbor as you love yourself. Turn the other cheek. Forgive seventy times seven. Follow the example of the Good Samaritan, and offer succor and help to those in need, even among your cultural enemies. The kingdom of God is among us now.

If we take these admonitions seriously, where might they lead us? How do we honor the kingdom of God that is among us now? Peace is not a remote bright star that we must follow until it leads us to a dawning new world. Peace is not what we with bigger bombs and more firepower bludgeon from others. Peace is not the smoldering rancor of an occupied people, or the uneasy “freedom” of the occupiers. The capacity for peace is within every human heart. Peace is available to us now, but only if we choose it, and actively keep on doing so. Anything less is a failure of imagination, with tragic consequences beyond our ability to fathom.
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Identifying the seeds of violence

Jack Powelson's attack on me ("Economics by innuendo and error," Viewpoint, FJ Aug.) is unfortunately personal and sufficiently wrong that I feel I must respond. I hope not to respond in kind, but rather to address his ideas. His implied premise that Quakers are bad economists is questionable at best. Economics is not an exact science. Economists cannot agree on issues as basic as the importance of paying off the national debt or whether the housing boom is destined to collapse. To assume that one school of economics has a monopoly on truth is to fail to see the larger picture.

The field of economics is far more pluralistic than Jack Powelson seems to realize. For instance, David Korten is one of a growing number of economists who challenge the assumptions behind the 1944 Bretton Woods conference and the institutions it spawned. Herman E. Daly, formerly a senior economist in the Environmental Department of the World Bank, argues that "sustainable economic growth" is impossible, that the world economy cannot "grow its way out of poverty and environmental degradation." Lester Brown, founder of the Earth Policy Institute, contends that the present market economy—the cornerstone of traditional laissez faire economics—does not tell the ecological truth. Dozens of other thinkers are revolutionizing economics and advocating social change.

I stand by the particulars in my article, "A Quaker Response to Economic Globalization" (FJ May). It is factually accurate, even if the facts are organized along lines alien to the traditional economic thinking in which Jack Powelson is so heavily invested—as a former professor, consultant, and employee of the International Monetary Fund. I also stand by my central premise, that "What our press touts as 'free trade' is, in reality, an elaborate set of rules written by large-scale international organizations to give them a competitive advantage over small-scale local operations." Jack Powelson's contention that the rules are "worked out by consulting governments" has little meaning in practice to the largely disenfranchised rural populations of the world. Even in our own industrialized, literate, and putatively democratic country, few if any members of Congress had actually read the telephone-book-sized provisions of NAFTA before ratifying the agreement. The WTO is even less subject to democratic processes.

It is true that the WTO ruled against the Bush administration's protective steel tariffs (as expected) and against the tax advantage enjoyed by U.S. offshore companies. I am somewhat heartened by these rulings. Our First World agricultural subsidies are also on the bargaining table. These rulings support the notion that some entity such as the WTO is required to decide trade disputes and to prevent large corporations from running roughshod over the world—a position held by many Friends, as I took pains to indicate in my article. No one wants chaos.

But the WTO is a seriously flawed institution, and these rulings do not address the most pressing inequities. It is simply not true, as Jack Powelson contends, that the WTO behaves according to "no general pattern, only adherence to international trade rules agreed on by 147 member countries." He is missing the obvious. The rules agreed on by the power elites in these 147 countries and their corporate sponsors do in fact enforce a general pattern by which decisions are made solely on the basis of trade, without regard to human rights, environmental and social costs, and the ubiquitous subsidies to the petroleum industry that artificially inflate the volume of global trade.

Thus it was not the WTO, but a separate agreement known as The Common Code for the Coffee Community, signed in September between trade unions and NGOs and large producers and distributors such as Nestlé, that introduced minimum standards and labor rights for the 25,000,000 workers and farmers in developing countries such as Guatemala and Vietnam. This landmark agreement came about as the consequence of labor and human rights activism around the world, and of pressure by consumers on companies such as Nestlé that are sensitive to boycotts.

Jack Powelson accuses me of trying to politicize Quakers. Earlier in Friends Journal ("Friends in Business" FJ May 2003), he has argued his conservative economic agenda—he opposes increases in the minimum wage, boycotts of sweatshops, and forgiveness of the poorest nations' debts. He wishes that Republicans could be more comfortable attending unprogrammed Friends meetings.

This is a valid concern. Those of us who believe passionately in our convictions—whatever those convictions might be—must be careful not to intrude on those who do not share our devotion to a particular cause. This is truest in our individual encounters, and among Friends who wish to insure the safety of the meeting for worship. In disagreeing, we should treat each other tenderly.

Friends Journal presents a different opportunity for dialogue. These pages provide a forum for both spiritual and political concerns. I, for one, look to see a better quality of intellectual exchange, like the dialogue surrounding Scott Simon's article, "Reflections on the Events of September 11" (FJ Dec. 2001).

I hope to see the same lively exchange brought to the issue of economic globalization. A robust Quaker faith must raise queries appropriate to the 21st century. This brings me back to the thrust of my article. How do we identify the seeds of violence that are scattered by U.S.-style capitalism when it is forced upon the world?

Where does Spirit lead us?

David Morse
Storrs, Conn.

Faith vs. fact?

I was intrigued by Russell Nelson's letter in the August 2004 issue, taking David Morse to task for his article on globalization that appeared in the May issue. It seemed to me that there were some fairly specious claims made to support his argument that David Morse's claims were specious. For example, I had always thought that reductions in disease, starvation, early death, and pestilence were brought about by advances in science, medicine, and transportation; but Friend Nelson presented me with the unexpected revelation that it is capitalism that has caused these improvements. He went on to propose that the extent to which a society suffers is directly proportional to the extent to which it has failed to embrace capitalism. For a person like myself, who is somewhat aware of living conditions in, say, Denmark or Cuba, this seemed rather disingenuous. To a person who has lived in South Africa for more than 30 years, it might be completely perplexing.

It struck me as fairly pretentious, perhaps even arrogant, for Russell Nelson to relegate David Morse's arguments to matters of faith, while presenting his own as "scientific fact." I understand this is a common practice among Creationists in refuting Darwinism, but I'm not sure it has a place in discussion of economic philosophy among Friends.

The assertion that "capitalism is a good thing for all free people" just as surely as "the Earth is not flat" seems not to leave much room for further enlightenment. But then,
Economics from an indigenous perspective

Both David Morse (“A Quaker Response to Economic Globalization,” F/May) and Jack Powelson (“Economics by innuendo and error,” Viewpoint, F/Aug.) seem genuinely intent on bringing justice and balance to an increasingly powerful economic system. The concern raises the question of how we introduce recognition of indigenous cultural ways not yet recognized in Western economic structures. Indigenous peoples are increasingly insistent (and rightfully so) about being equal participants in the process of recognition in order to meet increasingly critical situations. The marginalization of indigenous perspectives reflects an asymmetry of ideas and priorities between Western and indigenous cultures.

The conditions of participation in Western economic aid projects through the WTO, IMF, and other institutions are determined by their very structures. As noted by Jack Powelson, “No government is forced to borrow from the Fund, but if it does borrow, it must accept the Fund’s conditions.” The altruistic “arduous task of training to increase worker skills” reflects a denial in many instances of legitimate indigenous ethics and practices regarding work and life. Indigenous leaders are patiently working to express their ways to the Western systems of nations. These differences are a gift and they introduce perspectives that perhaps yield greater clarity for us if approached in the spirit of Matthew 7:2-5. In a spirit of reciprocity one must ask how it is that we enjoy the fruits of cultures born of a way of being that Western systems seek to dominate, control, and at times eliminate. It is not an easy question, but all of us can benefit from the answer.

Both justice and balance involve equal recognition of perspectives of the people seeking to engage in life. We must be aware that to claim the right to define the terms by which we “help” is in fact a form of governing. How do we address the concept of informed consent of the governed of peoples about whom we are still learning? This is a basic element of democracy.

Fortunately concerned individuals, theologians, anthropologists, and archeologists are documenting indigenous peoples’ oral history and integrity that have been denied by U.S. society during the whole of its existence. In the process of choosing to engage as equals, subtle and rich perspectives are once again being heard.

The culture of many indigenous peoples is based in an economy of reciprocity. This includes material matters but is also based in a meeting of equals in all encounters, including elemental respect for spiritual clarity. The Western idea of profit through accumulation is neither accepted nor rejected, but simply not a part of the heritage of many indigenous cultures. To find oneself with an excess of something is to be enabled to assure the well-being of others. We in the U.S. have been conditioned to reject this as communism when it is a communitarian practice. This ethic and spiritual perspective reflects Matthew, Chapter 14. To accumulate, without our distributing so that everyone has what is needed, is interpreted by many cultures as a profound spiritual weakness. Perhaps these questions are worth exploring while considering why so many of our societal practices are troubled by being addictive, wasteful, and poisonous to the environment. Many surviving indigenous people live the Christian ethic: “Do unto others as you would have them do unto you.” The Mbya-Guarani of South America have continued to practice this spiritual ethic despite 500 years of conquest of nearly every aspect of their way of being.

If we claim that Western systems of thought must define all reasoning we exclude ourselves from the breadth of the Creation at our own peril. What does it mean for our own spiritual integrity if we ignore the path of our indigenous brothers and sisters in the family of humanity? In the words of Martin Buber, “Relation is reciprocity. My You acts on me as I act on it. Our students teach us; our works form us. The ‘wicked’ become a revelation when they are touched by the sacred basic word. How are we educated by children, by animals? Inscrutably involved, we live in the currents of universal reciprocity.”

For the Mbya-Guarani of Morro dos Cavais in Brazil the word for “word” is the same as for “soul.” Their way of life is informed by the myth of the “Land of no Evil.” Rather than being a utopia or dream of a perfect world, this is an internalized balance that has historically been sustained through sacred everyday activity, including migration through vast regions of forest protecting and nurturing balances we are only beginning to understand. The children are nurtured from conception and nested in the community. Parents hold sacred their own well-being through dietary and behavioral practices and are supported in a sacred community network. Anger is regarded as the root of all evil, and spiritual integrity informs community activity to assure protection of the children, which sustains the way of being true Mbya-Guarani.

The forest in which they live is what a Westerner might think of as home, library, pharmacy, and link to the cosmos. It has been said that a jurna (non-Indian) could walk through a portion of the forest regions without even being aware of horticultural management because it is so well integrated with natural forest growth.

Western economics is an imperfect institution of human design. Unlike Western structures, which historically seek to impose ways of being, the Mbya seek only the means to continue to exist in full integration with the sacred in daily life. There is increasing evidence that within our ecological, social, and economic problems, when considered in this context, we may find richly promising perspectives to explore.

We are being asked to affirm that the sacred Creation involves how we do everything we do, and to journey together at a mutually critical time. Humility, spiritual clarity, and fearless faith to journey in this evolving reality can only prove to be a gift for all of God’s children.

Margaret A. Kidd
Peterborough, N.H.
It was one of those pristine June days in New England, with bright sunshine and a steady breeze to keep the sweat at bay. The meetinghouse was recently painted. The ceiling was a pale blue, so that as I sat in worship it felt as though the sky had come to cover me inside as well. The median dividing wall, meant to separate men from women during meetings for business a hundred years ago, was down, and the sunlight lit the small, plain room in warm, golden splashes.

I sat among eight fellow seekers, in a room built to hold a hundred. As a visitor from a Pennsylvania meeting, I waited in the silence, eager to receive ministry from my New England brethren. No one spoke. Soon, a deep sadness began to well up inside me. This house was so obviously cared for, but who, I wondered, would care for it in 20 years? The others in the room were older than I, and I am 42. And there were so few of them. My heart began to pound. I felt suddenly on edge, nervous. I became aware that I might be called to ministry myself. But I put the thought aside, and sank into the delicious silence. Then the jitters returned. I felt slightly dizzy. I need to say something, I thought. Still, I put the urge aside and waited. No, a voice inside said, this is not for you alone, it is for them as well. And as if lifted by the scruff of my neck, with no clear idea what I was to say, I stood and spoke.

Weeks later, I returned to my home meeting in Pennsylvania. It is a much larger room, with more members, yet it too feels under-attended, playing only to 25 percent capacity, as it were. There was little silence in the room for the first 15 minutes, as latecomers dribbled in until 10:45 and others rose to leave and return. Then someone spoke. Her ministry was about the location of the soul. I rested in the silence afterward, musing on the images she had
shared. Then someone else spoke. I glanced at my watch. It was 11:00 A.M. During the next half hour, eight more people spoke, some as soon as the previous speaker sat. I was in agony, and my wife, who seldom speaks, was distraught afterwards as she had felt urged to ministry but had not had the silence in which to share it.

I love my meeting, and I have been more often nurtured there than frustrated. And yet, a deep concern has risen in me, Friends. This article is partly in response to it, as is a workshop on vocal ministry I have begun to plan.

As I began to prepare this workshop, I tried to present myself as neutral and “agenda-less.” But then I saw that this was dishonest, so I wish to share my concern in advance: I believe that we 21st-century members and attenders are losing the ability to discern the Divine impetus to speak at unprogrammed meetings for worship. This loss leads to meetings that tend to extremes: either almost entirely silent every week; or noisy with chatter, people standing to speak without reverence for the silence, which is the Divine Source of our ministry. This disconnect spells doom for our society, for it is only by ensuring that what is spoken in meeting rises to the level of ministry—communication that deeply affects and moves others—that we will attract others to stay in those meetings, and perhaps become Friends. Unless we address this issue we will see our numbers continue their steady decline.

I think this disconnect from the Divine has happened for several reasons:

1 The Fear of Feeling

It is worth remembering what Quaker worship was like when it began. The early 17th- and 18th-century Friends often recorded their meetings for worship as deeply moving. In these Friends’ diaries, there is frequent mention of emotional vocal ministry, and of visitors being so impressed by what they witnessed at a meeting for worship, that they became “converted” then and there and became Friends themselves. These early Friends quaked when they spoke; their hands shook, their voices trembled and cracked, they cried, they occasionally wailed and shouted. And so we received our nickname: Quakers.

Divine experience for the early Quakers was felt as opposed to reasoned. Indeed, George Fox railed often against what he called “head knowledge,” and he understood how intellectual ideas could be used to oppress and obscure. He experienced his great revelation as the lifting of his anguish; he felt it lift and he knew that Christ had lifted it. So when he and his early followers spoke at meetings, they were prompted by felt experiences: great joy, or sadness, or fear, or awe. It mattered little to them if they lost their composure as they ministered to those gathered with them. It was, in fact, this loss of composure that made their ministry so compelling, so attractive, so different from the Anglican services they were rebelling against.

Think of the messages that have moved you in meeting for worship. Unquakerly though it may be, I would wager that all of them were either communicated emotionally, or engendered a felt, emotional experience in you. This past 4th of July, a man stood and sang “America the Beautiful” at another New England meeting I attended. He sang it slowly and cried periodically. It was not accomplished singing, but it was powerful ministry and I was quite affected by it.

Great ministry travels on the wings of feeling, not in the nicely wrapped box of the Neat Idea.

Yet we in the 21st century are compelled to present ourselves neatly. Many of us who attend meeting for worship work in environments in which we are conditioned to make effective presentations: schools and universities, political organizations, law offices, medicine. We study to compose elegant paragraphs. We are evaluated based on “results” and “outcomes.” Most harmfully for our society, we are taught not to let our feelings get the better of us. A kind of emotional repression often reinforced by mistakes in child rearing. Expressing our feelings publicly leaves us open to ridicule and gossip, and it may lead others to think that we are “a little off,” or “slightly kooky.” But in my experience, one of the great gathered moments in a meeting for worship occurs after emotional ministry. I have felt a meeting close around such ministry, collectively bringing it into the silence where it resonates. I have also witnessed a gathering of Friends around the minister of such a message after the meeting, where a kind of profound and personal “after worship” takes place. These observations lead me to believe that we are hungry for such ministry.

I do not mean to imply that only overt expressions of feeling qualify as effective vocal ministry. There is certainly a broad spectrum of what is felt, and each of us experiences emotions differently and has a different level of tolerance for them. What I am suggesting is simply this: the touchstone for vocal ministry must be something you feel. After that it is between you and God.

2 The Oprah Effect

We live in a culture in which it has become customary to see each other speak about our own lives and experiences. TV shows like Oprah, not to mention the plague of “reality television,” have made voyeurism popular entertainment. It’s just not a big deal to tell a bunch of people what’s going on in your life. There is a much smaller wall of privacy around us, and the evolution of psychotherapeutic techniques and the recovery movement have assisted in making the act of speaking to a group about personal matters less of a hurdle than it was even 50 years ago.

There are many reasons why these developments are a good thing, especially in the realm of mental health and psycho-spiritual recovery. Indeed, the similarities between 12-step meetings and meetings for worship have brought some recovering people into our Religious Society. But the ease we feel in speaking about ourselves poses a challenge for meetings for worship. We are accustomed to hearing and seeing people speak about themselves publicly in a way that would have been unthinkable to early Friends. But speaking about yourself is not the goal of spoken ministry.

The goal of ministry is to minister. The word is derived from a Latin word that means servant. When I speak at a meeting for worship, I must improve the silence by serving something to the whole group. It need not be uplifting. There has been great ministry borne out of grief. But if I speak, I must bear responsibility for being the agent of God’s healing energy on Earth. My personal problems from the previous week may be of great concern to me, but they only become ministry if: a) the thought of them engenders a new and urgently felt experience, and b) there is a
way I can offer them to the group for the betterment of all attending.

My stepmother is a Unitarian minister. Every two weeks or so she is responsible for delivering a sermon. We are instructed to leave her alone if she is preparing a sermon when we visit. She obsesses over them. And so should we in the Religious Society of Friends. Not so that we prepare them; the power of our ministry is that it is so immediate, so present-tense. But we must reawaken an awe for the responsibility of being ministers, each one of us, and raise the bar for what we share in our meetings for worship.

Great ministry is attractive and compelling. People will come back for more. Self-indulgent speaking at meetings for worship is boring at best, agonizing at worst. It drives attenders away and lowers the bar for all. In a conversation I had with an elderly Friend recently, I asked, “What should we do to ensure our Religious Society’s survival?” He pointed to our meeting room and said, “It has to do with what happens, or doesn’t happen, in there.”

3 Third-Party Ministry

Have you ever heard this in a meeting for worship? “I want to share with you something I read today in the New York Times...” I call this third-party ministry. In this case, the New York Times is the third party. But I can read the Times myself. What has thou to say of thine own experience, Friend? Our history teaches us that Friends are led to minister to each other out of their own experience. This is a central aspect of Quaker worship, and I fear we are losing track of it.

Many of us are drawn to Friends meetings out of deep concerns for peace and social justice. With the horrible world wars of the 20th century, Friends found a new calling; the active effort worldwide to bring relief to those suffering from war, and a renewed effort to see our Peace Testimony realized. Our Religious Society became identified with the peace movement of the 1960s, and many meetings were centers for antiwar activities. A new generation of members and attenders was drawn in. These were people of great conviction, many of whom had been led into lives of social activism in other areas. With them came their voices, and meetings for worship can sometimes feel more like political rallies than the divinely led explorations of mysticism engaged in by our founders. The ministry I have heard about peace and social concerns that has been most affecting has come from the speaker’s own experience.

For many in our Religious Society, there is an integral connection between the political and the spiritual. This is a connection to be celebrated and supported. Nothing I am saying should be construed as a comment on the content of one’s ministry. And yet I need to stress that protest alone is not vocal ministry in a meeting for worship. It is not enough to announce how angry something makes you. Protest is active ministry in the world, but in meeting for worship, it must somehow be linked to personal experience and offered to the group in supplication.

4 The Loss of Eldering

Who helps the ministers minister? It used to be a group known as elders. Sometimes it is the Worship and Ministry Committee. Too often, it is no one. Out of fear of censoring each other, or facing a difficult situation squarely, we have slowly lost the internal monitoring system that existed in monthly meetings until the mid-20th century. With it, we have lost the ability of our meetings to monitor the nature of vocal ministry and to assist those in need of guidance or appeal to those who may be speaking poorly.

At present, at the beginning of the 21st century, I fear we have cultivated “hyper-democracy,” in which authority equals oppression. We have lost the ability to speak to each other about what we say in meetings, except to say “Thank you for your message today.” Some of us feel that is the only acceptable thing to say about someone’s vocal ministry. After a woman came to me in tears about the repetitive speaking of a man whose ministry she found deeply troubling, I went to meet with my Worship and Ministry Committee. I was surprised to hear a seasoned Friend, a woman I admire greatly, tell me flatly that there was nothing to be done. Her position was that there is no way to speak to someone about what they say in meeting for worship that will be anything but an invitation for conflict.

I disagree. Does anything go in meetings for worship? Do we tolerate bigoted language or swearwords in our ministry? Where do we draw the line, and who decides? And do we truly have faith in God’s love to guide us if we meet with each other to talk about our vocal ministry? Are there not among us trusted servants of great experience, who might collectively nurture and guide a meeting’s ministry? Let us have a deeper trust in our compassion for each other, in our own basic human goodness. Let us imagine a way we might assist our Religious Society by helping each other with what is, in my opinion, the most important and challenging aspect of Quakerism: vocal ministry.

We have an obligation to sustain our meetings for worship as dynamic, mystical, and safe places for fellow seekers to look for God within, and in each other. Part of that sustenance must be a willingness to help each other with vocal ministry. This help must be offered with love and gentleness, but it must be offered. Vocal ministry is spiritual pole vaulting. We must raise the bar higher, and support each other to minister from a deeper place of felt experience.

And thus my workshop. It will be a workshop unconcerned with the content of vocal ministry. It will focus instead on helping folks discern the felt experience that is, I believe, the root of all great ministry. It will use some exercises I’ve adapted from my years of teaching acting, so as to help people get out of their heads and into their bodies, where the feelings live. We will read some thoughts from other Quakers on the subject, and discuss with each other what we have learned—and felt.

My ministry in that New England meeting last June had to do with our urgent need to change the Religious Society of Friends, to re-imagine it in the same way Rufus Jones did at the beginning of the 20th century. It had to do with the fear that beautiful meetinghouses, like the one I was speaking in that First Day, would soon be put up for sale, or turned into museums so that others could pay a dollar to see where the Quakers once worshiped. But I was as surprised as any to feel the Inner Teacher lead me to these words at the end: how grateful I am to be a Quaker today, and to have the chance to do something to ensure that the beautiful house I am standing in will someday again be full.
When I think of writing about Quaker higher education in general, and the Residency Program at Pendle Hill in particular, I think of words and finding about a Zen master, his students all knowing more than where the finches sing, and into the same trap that the truth does herself but in white pointing. Or, as George Fox said, attention to the words of the Word. And the Word is higher education is about.

Chris Ravndal, a member of Stillpoint, in Barnesville, Ohio, is in his 14th year teaching at Pendle Hill in Wallingford, PA.
When I was a student at Pendle Hill, one of my fellow students suggested in class that Jesus really welcomed crucifixion as a way to escape this world. I sat there thinking, “How ridiculous—what about the scene in the Garden of Gethsemane in which Jesus prays to God to let the cup pass from him?” (Matt. 36:29). From my point of view at the time, the student’s interpretation, and he himself by association, did not even warrant a response. Now, as a Pendle Hill teacher looking back on that experience, it is clear to me that I broke both the law of knowledge and the law of love.

With my present perspective I would have been faithful to the law of knowledge by asking the student how he reconciled his point of view with Jesus’ prayer in the Garden. But more importantly, I would have made entirely different assumptions about him and would have addressed him respectfully in a spirit that gave him the benefit of the doubt, rather than trying to emphasize how ridiculous he and his point of view were. Although, even to this day, it seems very unlikely to me that this student would have had an enlightening experience, it is clear to me that I broke both the law of knowledge and the law of love.

Meeting for learning starts and ends with George Fox’s searching query: “What canst thou say?” Keeping this query in mind gives perspective to the importance of information. Again, it is not invalidated, but its importance is secondary to the importance of transformation. The process of transformation in a meeting for learning starts in part with each student seeking to answer that question from his or her own actual experience. The reading and sharing in class gain greater transforming power as they relate to the measure of faith and knowledge, or sometimes even doubt and ignorance, that are the well-spring of each student’s voice as he or she participates in the dialogue.

Part of the teacher’s task in this regard is to facilitate the development of a group environment in which students feel safe enough to be honest about their actual thoughts, feelings, and experiences. The presence and activity of the Spirit seem to require that all present speak and listen from the heart as well as from the head. The activity of the left brain is not invalidated, but it is balanced by an appreciation of what the right brain has to offer in the process of transformation. In the meeting for learning, George Fox’s query about what can be said from one’s own experience of the Light is both the alpha and the omega, for on the path of transformation one must, as George Fox also taught, stay within one’s measure.

Although the meeting for learning is usually associated with what happens in the classroom, clearly it is not confined to the classroom. Here at Pendle Hill, there are a daily meeting for worship, weekly meetings with one’s consultant, the meetings in various contexts for physical work, and the many ways, formal and informal, that folk gather in the resident program—all, when two or three (or more) are gathered consenting to the presence and activity of the Spirit, are meetings for learning.

Ultimately, though, the meeting for learning is not just the way we do things. It is the spirit in which we do things. I vividly remember one time when an eager but unassuming student came into Bill Taber’s course on George Fox’s Journal. She came in last, and although there was still an empty seat next to Bill in the circle in which all the rest of us were sitting, she chose to sit alone outside the circle. Now, to appreciate what happened, you have to remember how the mother of James and John wanted to be sure her sons would sit at the left hand and right hand of Jesus in his Kingdom (Matt. 20:21). As soon as Bill noticed that this student was sitting outside the circle, he invited her to sit next to him. Perhaps touched more than she wanted to let on, she exclaimed, “Ooh, you mean I get to sit at the left hand?” And in a spirit that continues to work in me, Bill replied, “Perhaps it is I who get to sit at the right hand.”
by
Walter
and Pamela
Haines

Pamela
(December 13, 2001)
I'm puzzling, as usual, over what to do with all I know about what's wrong in the world, particularly around economics and globalization issues. It's hard to not be able to fix things. As we are urged to be patriotic and buy, can you direct me to a cogent, current description of an economic model that is not based on ever-expanding markets?

Walter
(January 30, 2002)
That is a 64-thousand-dollar question (surely it must be 64 million these days). And maybe that's the real answer to your question of an economic model not based on ever-expanding markets. The answer is not economic. It is at the very least socioeconomic, and more likely goes to the heart of the human condition.

During the 20th century, economics tried to distinguish itself from the other social sciences by being more scientific, which meant dealing with hard facts. Since hard facts are often difficult to come by, economists are more apt to deal with abstractions and equations, whose mathematical structures are "scientific" but in which the real world is irrelevant. Since economics, at its core, now bears no relation to reality, it is difficult to find any economic model that is much use in describing anything that is going on in the real world.

"Growth theory," which is at the heart of expanding markets, is only one aspect of this general failure of economics to understand the real world. According to growth theory there should now be no underdeveloped countries on Earth. By now growth theory has become more of a faith than a science, but economists are unwilling to accept that. So they go on trying to prove their tautologies against all the evidence. Or they try to cook the evidence to fit their theories (though, very slowly, more and more economists are beginning to doubt their own theories). The search, therefore, is not for an economic theory that works, but for a theory of life that goes beyond economics. Such a theory cannot compete on the economics playing field because it cannot be put into econometric equations.

There are a number of institutions,
probably numbered into the thousands, that are looking for a broader canvas. For the most part they know more about what is wrong with the world than how to fix it. They know that money mania is wrong; it is not only destructive, it isn't even fun. They know that poverty is a sin against humanity, and that much of it is caused by wealth. They know that governments are too often bought. They know that wars don't solve problems. They know that power corrupts. They know that small is beautiful. And they know that cooperation (love in action) often works wonders. They just have a strong feeling that putting one foot in front of the other in what appears to be the right direction might hopefully get us somewhere.

P.S. About the push to “buy, buy, buy; it's good for the economy”. That push has lowered the incomes of the lower three-fifths of the population; increased the debt burden of consumers, leaving some in serious financial condition (and less able to buy); been a major factor in the merger and acquisition movement, which has reduced the level of competition and hence of fairness in the market; increased monumentally the income and power of the large corporations; led to an emphasis on material rewards that has warped many persons' concept of what life is all about; led to a phenomenal decrease in business morals to the extent that it is hard to find a really honest corporation (in the past five years 19 of the 20 largest brokerage houses in New York City have been convicted of fraud); crushed the populations of the poorer peoples of the world, who are at the mercy of our large corporations; and been a primary breeding ground of terrorists (ask any al-Qaida member why he hates the United States).

If we want to stimulate the nation's economic activity, get the rich (or the corporations) to spend; they are the ones who have the excess money. Or ask the corporations to hire more workers so that they will naturally go out and spend. Or provide more relief for the poor; they'll spend almost every bit of it. Asking the rest of us to spend out of current income is mere advertising for the purpose of increasing the profits of business.

I just wish I could be more confident that what seems right and good and true to me wouldn't end up, if put into practice, throwing millions of people into greater misery.

Pamela (February 2, 2002)
I know a lot of what is wrong, and I know a lot of the elements of what would make a good society. But things happen that are confusing. For example, the guy that my son Timothy works for runs a coffee shop, and is now expanding to two. He sells a product that only the well-to-do (i.e. middle-class people) can buy, and his business is completely nonessential, but it allows at least half a dozen young people to make a living. Or, after September 11, people were afraid to travel, and all these folks in the hotel and tourist industry lost their jobs. President George W. Bush said that the patriotic thing to do was to go out and buy things, which seems totally obscene, but if everybody goes home and makes their own coffee, Timothy loses his job. Or, all these people come to the U.S. from poor countries and are thrilled out of their minds to earn enough money—from the discretionary income of wealthy people, which we think shouldn't exist—to be able to support themselves and their families back home.

Do we want a system where more people go back to putting their labor into the things that we now do (often poorly) with expensive high-tech machinery? What will everybody be employed at? Is it possible for hundreds of millions of people to have a good life on the farm? What about regional economies? (Will we stop eating mangos in the northeast?) For that matter, what about nation-states?

It's hard to know how much “progress” and “evolution” are actually at work in our social systems, whether there's a natural inevitable globalization and specialization of human society or whether it's just decisions that have been made and can be changed (not easily, of course). Maybe it's a combination of both. Is specialization just a social construct? The idea of progress is so deeply embedded in our collective psyche that it's hard to get a good perspective on it. I just wish that I could be more confident that what seems right and good and true to me wouldn't end up, if put into practice, throwing millions of people into greater misery.

Walter (February 12, 2002)
You raise a lot of interesting questions, and I am not sure of the answers, but I will try to start at the beginning. Your coffee shop example poses a difficult problem in the real world of today. I would not suggest that Timothy give up that job, and I assume that you wouldn't, either. You are deliberately raising the questions that
should give us pause precisely because the answer disturbs us. In this economy the answer to such questions is not, “Which is good and which is bad?” but “Given the present choices, which is merely unfortunate and which is intolerable?” My basic response to that dilemma is to do what work can be done with a clear conscience under today’s rules, to try to do our best to find work (in the generic sense) that conforms to our ideals, and to do our darndest to change the rules.

It is undoubtedly true that buying today will help some people to stay employed, but the major fraction of the money spent will help a coterie of millionaires (and billionaires) amass their own fortunes, and the devil take the workers. The corporations, with vastly increased sales, laid off hundreds of thousands of workers in an attempt to squeeze more money out of a vibrant economy. The very unusual side effect of these massive layoffs has been, until very recently, a reduction in unemployment. Where all these laid-off workers went I don’t know, but most of them must have found self-employment, local jobs, or work with smaller companies and those who were more concerned for their employees. Which is what we want. (I worked two summers, and my brother worked almost his whole life, with Disston, a small company, particularly in those days, that never laid off a single employee throughout the Great Depression.)

With regard to food production, not everything primitive is per se admirable, but civilization didn’t get its start in 20th-century United States. Cooperative farming is not doing too well in this country because both business and government practices have practically eliminated the small farmer, but don’t tell that to the farmers in Vermont, rocky as their soil is. We have our garden; you have yours in what little space you have in the city; we have our ducks (and this morning took 3 dozen eggs to the homeless shelter). Perhaps more to the point, I know an economist who worked with farmers in Sri Lanka to institute an equitable plan for sharing irrigation waters as they flowed from the source reservoir to the sea. The farmers involved were of two highly hostile tribes, and the government agent of the district said that it would hardly be possible to get 10-15 farmers to cooperate. At the end of four years he had over 10,000 cooperating to distribute equitably a still scarce supply, which led to noticeably increased crop productivity. Maybe primitive peoples do this sort of thing better than we sophisticates with our high standards of living.

I am sure that we will never manage (or want) to go back to those primitive conditions. But there is a lot of sentiment for back-to-the-land, and there are still real farmers left. There is Consumer Supported Agriculture. There is a multitude of craftsmen and women, local merchants and contractors, lawyers, dentists, doctors, and many sophisticated business persons who run their own companies. And there is a vocal plea from the labor unions for shorter hours, which, among other things, would spread the work.

The real question is not what everybody will be employed at, but rather, whether we will be satisfied with our manner of living. Society in the United States today is constantly being bombarded with the necessity for a growing economy. Why? Does it produce happiness? The answer is clearly no. Are we happier today than we were 30 or 60 years ago? Are the rich happier than the poor? Public opinion polls show overwhelmingly that a rise in personal income or gross domestic product does not increase personal perceptions of well-being. In fact, they show that most people don’t put money or wealth very high on their list of wants. What do people want? Family, health, a satisfying job, children.

In the same vein, many people get great pleasure out of doing things they are interested in, but not paid for, like knitting, making chess sets, putting together a model airplane, growing things, getting together with friends, making clothes, helping neighbors, or crafting toys. I’ve built three houses, you helped with two of them. We chop our own wood and heat the house with it.

Mangoes are fun, but it is possible to find healthful, nutritious, and tasty food from around the corner. It would be difficult to get all our food locally, but we could go a long way in that direction without feeling deprived. And don’t fall for the argument that we are helping farmers around the world by buying

“…the answer lies not in systems or laws or moneymaking but in the heart of human beings. The nuts and bolts are such things as community; simplicity; relating to the land; and respect for other people.”
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mother’s example); relating to the land, to nature, and to the conservation of resources; respect for other people, and particularly for those who are different from us; being alive, aware, compassionate.

In a sense what I am saying is that you are the answer. Yes we need some expertise in particular aspects of life. We need farmers who know how to raise food. We need mothers who know how to raise children. We need mechanics to give us tools (and, God forbid, computers). We need teachers and doctors (but not lawyers). We need community groups. We need clear-minded thinkers. We need churches, synagogues, and mosques. We probably need visionaries who can give us a glimpse of the possible future.

What we don’t need are armies. What we don’t need is advertising screaming that we have to go out and buy what we don’t need or often even want. What we don’t need are billionaires or millionaires and the gospel of wealth, a chimera that says that more money means more happiness. What we don’t need are the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund (both of which I praised highly in my doctoral dissertation). What we decided don’t need are the World Trade Organization and corporations that have gotten so large that they are above both law and morality—essentially a new world government. The WTO is a very clever tool for promoting corporation welfare. Are you aware of the fact that in matters of trade the WTO, through its court, which operates in secret and from which there is no appeal nowhere, nahoo, can overturn national laws? It is corporations who are preventing us from signing the Kyoto Protocol (it would hurt their profits to reduce pollution) or to take other measures to protect the environment. You can’t cut military budgets significantly (even without the War on Terror) because that would destroy the big military contractors. I would be willing to guess that if we abolished corporations, a large number of our substantial economic, military, and environmental problems would disappear. Enough. Read David C. Korten’s When Corporations Rule the World.

What is economics? Oikos—house; nemein—to manage. So in its Greek origin, the first economist was the woman who managed a household. The first modern economist, Adam Smith, was a professor of moral philosophy, and his first book was The Theory of Moral Sentiments. As for corporations, he says they “scarce ever fail to do more harm than good,” and he upbraids “the natural selfishness and rapacity of the rich.”

In the line of economists, Adam Smith was followed by David Ricardo, then by John Stuart Mill, who was considered one of the most notable social reformers of the 19th century, and a strong defender of women’s rights. Then comes Alfred Marshall, whose Principles of Economics, first published in 1890, was still being used as the economics text into the 1930s, both in England and the United States. Alfred Marshall is a social scientist to the core. At the “top level of human achievement” he talks about honesty, good faith, generosity, kindness, love of virtue, richness of character, duty, the mandates of conscience, family affection, altruism, philanthropy, and love of one’s neighbor. He ultimately states that “the joys of religion are the highest of which men are capable.” How would he fit into the corporate United States?

John Maynard Keynes is the only really outstanding economist of the 20th century, and outside of academia he was a banker and one of the two primary theorists behind the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund. Yet he wrote a remarkable essay in 1930, called “Economic Possibilities for Our Grandchildren,” in which he said, “When the accumulation of wealth is no longer of high social importance, . . . we shall be able to rid ourselves of many of the pseudo moral principles which have hag-ridden us for 200 years, by which we have exalted some of the most distasteful of human qualities into the position of highest values.” The worst of these qualities is “the love of money as a possession, . . . a somewhat disgusting morbidity, one of those semicriminal,
Withholding money from the system does not help anybody; putting money into the system through the market helps the corporations more than the people who actually make the products; putting money into the hands of groups/people that create and enhance livelihood around the world can actually help. Then the question comes down to how to help people get disentangled enough from the system first to recognize that they have disposable income, and then to see the life-giving opportunities of giving it back. It requires community, love, and faith.

I'm looking forward to thinking more clearly about how best to contribute to the antiglobalization movement. It seems imperative to address the issue not only in terms of personal and ethical choices but also in the realm of institutional change.

I love having this conversation. It really goes to the heart of what I care about. I guess I haven't quite given up hope that somebody can confidently lay out how an equitable and functional global economy would work, so we could have something clear and workable to rally around. It sounds like nobody can, but the idea that we have to go forth into the unknown, armed only with a faith that there has to be something better, is a little scary. I guess I just shouldn't underestimate love and faith.

Walter (March 20, 2002)

I got your exciting letter almost a month ago and hoped to answer it right away....
My Spiritual Journey
by Francine E. Cheeks

My spiritual journey is—to borrow a phrase from the Beatles—a long and winding road” that led to the Religious Society of Friends. The starting point is the African Methodist Episcopal (A.M.E.) Church, where my first memory of the worship experience is when I was three years old.

The A.M.E. Church’s motto is “God our Father, Christ our Redeemer, Man our Brother.” The church was founded by Richard Allen, who—I later learned—worked with Quakers, including during the yellow fever epidemic in 1793, collecting and burying the dead in Philadelphia.

My home church was the First A.M.E. Church of Clairton, Pa. In the summer of 2003 this church proudly marked its centennial as a continuing spiritual community with a full week of homecoming and celebratory worship services. Although there is the usual amount of parochial pride among the black churches in Clairton (two Baptist and two Holiness), this celebration was embraced citywide.

Clairton is a small steel mill town 18 miles south of Pittsburgh. Its population has dwindled from 20,000 to well under 10,000 since the 1950s. Back then, as now, it was racially segregated by practice and through housing patterns in most areas. As in most communities then, the 11 A.M. service on Sunday morning was the most segregated hour.

The newer residents of Clairton included two distinct groups: black families who had come to the Pittsburgh region to work in steel mills during the Great Migration of African Americans from the South to the North in the early decades of the 20th century, and immigrants from central Europe who had come at about the same time—and for the same reason: to seek a better life. In addition to the black churches, there were three Roman Catholic churches, two Eastern Orthodox churches, one synagogue, and the churches the first families of the city usually attended: the white Methodist, Presbyterian, and Episcopalian churches. There was also an Assembly of God Church, some of whose members continued to live in the nonwhite sections of the racially segregated community. The few African American Catholics who migrated to Clairton usually joined one of the black churches in time.

There was no racial diversity in membership in any house of worship. The one glimmer of hope across color lines was that in the mid-1950s, through the Pastors’ Association, our minister and the Presbyterian minister agreed to exchange pulpits at least once a year. Each would take a choir and a couple dozen members and preach from the other's pulpit on one agreed-upon Sunday. It was a good early beginning that seems not to have progressed much in the past 50 years. I am not aware if they still do it.

My late grandmother, Rosa Eleanor Manigault Jones, was the grandest woman I have ever known and is my model of the Christian who lives her religious beliefs. She was a refined lady who (in the words of Rudyard Kipling) could “talk with crowds and keep her virtue and walk with kings and not lose the common touch.” She spoke respectfully to and about all. I never heard her gossip or speak ill of people, including those she encountered who were staggering down the street. Her faith in God was deep and rich and a part of her everyday life. I remember hearing her sing hymns from memory as she cooked or did housework. Both her church and family values centered on a strong belief in doing good works in church and community groups, and accepting everyone for what is in their heart and not for their color. Even now, I strive to be the woman that she was.

I spent a disproportionate amount of my childhood in the old church building, which was razed for a new modern structure in 1960. The basement housed the private kindergarten that most black children in Clairton attended before going to first grade in public school. Church was the center of most cultural and social events. My two older sisters and I were members of the Sunday school, the Junior Choir, the Junior Usher Board, and the Allen Christian Endeavor Youth organization. We attended church youth conferences and were active in the NAACP Youth Council. We had chartered fun at picnics and hayrides. We put on plays and operettas—and teas, where young girls learned how to be young ladies. Although we liked to go to parties, church was first. If we did not get to Sunday school on time, there was no partying at the community center on Friday or Saturday night that week. That was law.

These experiences, full of love and support, were crucial in making me the person that I am today, spiritually and emotionally. Sunday school training included memorizing the Apostles’ Creed and Bible verses, learning to understand the meaning of Holy Communion and the crucifixion of Jesus Christ. I wholeheartedly accepted Christ as my personal savior.

But questions I had about the very segregated nature of church being inconsistent with the ideals of true Christianity (“We are all brothers and sisters in..."}

---
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Christ’), the sometimes authoritarian role of ministers in managing church affairs, and the rote repetition in some rituals began to brew just below the surface. However, I still responded when pressed by unbelievers. I remember a lively conversation with a friend who entered University of Cincinnati in 1957 and who adopted the position that there was no God. As a high school freshman, I engaged him in debate and held my own.

At college, I sang in Penn State’s chapel choir and listened to a range of speakers at the nondenominational (though clearly Protestant) services. The speakers were social scientists, philosophers, and historians, and several in the course of my four years were black. The most memorable speaker for me was the late Dr. Benjamin Mays. He was then president of Morehouse College in Atlanta, one of the most highly regarded historically black colleges for men. Dr. Mays preached a sermon on the theme, “Who Are the Least of These.” That was an important consciousness-raising experience for me, and it helped me more clearly define my personal responsibility to help the less fortunate.

Dr. Mays’s message connected to me through his personal charisma and the depth of his spirituality as demonstrated by taking his text from the Bible. He was an academic who wore his religion on his sleeve. I often daydreamed at chapel but listened attentively to what Dr. Mays said—that we are all equal in the sight of God and have a responsibility to help those in need. This message was consistent with what I had always been taught in Sunday school and knew in my heart, but it meant more with his expression. Perhaps, the civil rights struggles in the streets of the cities and the back roads of rural communities in the South gave it a sharper contrast. On the campus of a large university with a very small enrollment of people of color, and where the water hoses and sniping dogs were a world away, it was easy to not know what was going on in the outside world.

After graduating from college in 1965, I lived in several East Coast cities, usually attending an A.M.E. church in town, but never taking the formal step of becoming a member. During this time of widespread protests and demonstrations against segregation in cities North and South, it was difficult for me to reconcile the inconsistencies in the practices of people who called themselves Christians and yet had so much hate for others. Can a true Christian believe in white supremacy or belong to the White Citizens Council? Can you believe in Jesus Christ and spit at those who are in need. This message was consistent with my daily spiritual life. I have always witnessed as a Christian and believe wholeheartedly in the Golden Rule.

Learning the history of my spiritual community, the A.M. E. Church, included knowledge that Richard Allen tried to worship in white churches and was relegated to balconies and back benches. The A.M. E. Church was established as a segregated entity in response to white rejection. Although my religious beliefs and values as a Methodist were consistent with Quaker values, it never occurred to me as a young woman to pursue anything other than an Afro-centric church or movement. I could not visualize being drawn to a faith outside of my culture. Nor did I know then that Richard Allen was involved with Quakers and modeled the processes of the Free African (abolitionist) Society on the experience of Quaker meeting.

I was seeking spiritually without knowing what I was looking for. I saw good works in many different places, but could not find my spiritual home. I recognized the critical leadership role that black ministers played in the civil rights movement. Because I had family responsibilities in the summer, I did not participate in sit-ins in the South in the 1960s. I was emotionally moved in the early 1970s by the important work accomplished by the Black Panthers through their children’s feeding programs. Malcolm X’s message of blacks taking responsibility for their own development and community uplifting resonated powerfully with me. Who would direct these separate positive movements to be combined or linked to get everyone on the same track pulling together and not in conflicting or opposing directions?

Despite being active in civil rights and women’s leadership organizations in Philadelphia, I was unsure how I should connect with my daily spiritual life. A chance meeting while I was working as a manager at a television station in Philadelphia brought an epiphany. During that time, stations had to do “ascertainties”—interviews with leaders in the community to find out what they thought were critical issues and if we, as a station, were addressing them. On one of these ascertainties, I interviewed the head of the Salvation Army program in West Chester, who was not yet 30 years old and already a colonel. He seemed to do a lot of the interviewing! I told him I believed in Jesus Christ, but that some forms of Christianity seemed unrelated to everyday life. I wanted to have a clear and obvious connection between what I do on Sunday and the rest of the week. He gave
me a Bible and emphatically told me to read it. I wondered for a moment if what I was seeking might be the Salvation Army. I was familiar with it, and each person I had ever met in the organization demonstrated in their daily work a commitment to the Christian ethic of caring for “the least of these.” Even though the Salvation Army proved not quite a fit for me (I could not embrace the military style of the organization), that meeting helped me in many ways to better understand what I needed spiritually.

With this encounter, it is clear in retrospect that I was moving toward the Religious Society of Friends while not knowing it. As a reporter, I had come into Friends Center in Philadelphia several times to cover press conferences organized by the American Friends Service Committee. I don’t remember the topics. I had a vague idea of the Service Committee and some knowledge of Quakers, but nothing substantive.

I interviewed at AFSC in 1993 for a position in what was then called Information Services. By then I knew what I wanted. And with each of the many interview sessions, I was flabbergasted by what I found—the variety, breadth, and geographic range of AFSC’s work. Even more striking to me was the Quaker foundation on which that program work was built. I yearned to be part of this. After several months of AFSC process, my wish was granted.

As the new director of media relations, I was being washed in the history of Quakers and swept up in their profound commitment to seeing that of God in every person. Many of the important modern social movements that I had learned about or studied were initiated or led by AFSC: establishing an interracial program led by African American Crystal Bird beginning in 1927; working with Eleanor Roosevelt to assist families of coal miners during the Depression; feeding and assisting children (German and Jewish) in Europe during and after World War II; supporting Japanese American families during their oppressive wartime internment; and supporting Martin Luther King Jr. personally in many ways during the modern civil rights movement. And then there was the peace movement in the 1960s and ’70s.

I found myself very comfortable with the beliefs and practices of Quakers, including the deep silent worship experience at AFSC Board meetings. I had never been to a business meeting where the first full hour was deep worship and the clerk asked that the meeting continue in that spirit as we conducted business. I believe in the transforming power of love and nonviolence over injustice and violence, and trust in the power of the Spirit to guide me and the collective. I am always moved by the power of gathered silence and individual witnessing, which I found to be akin to “testifying” in a more evangelical experience.

Soon after joining AFSC, it was clear to me that the values and beliefs of the Religious Society of Friends were consonant with mine. It makes me smile to think that one African American friend of mine greeted me regularly after I came to work at AFSC by saying “Are you a Quaker yet?” The answer is that I had been for many years without knowing it. Although I had never identified myself as a pacifist, I wholeheartedly endorsed the nonviolent movement for justice and peace led by Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. As an individual and through organizations I have worked all of my life to oppose oppression. The struggle for justice of any person is connected to me. I believe we must live and do what we say we believe. Despite the popularity of Dr. King’s “I Have a Dream” speech, I have always believed that his most powerful statement was his “Letter from Birmingham Jail,” in which he challenged the white religious establishment for opposing the civil rights movement and criticizing him for his leadership in that community. It is a simple and profound message.

The search for the right spiritual home is no easy assignment. There were at least three monthly meetings in the section of Philadelphia where I lived—very established, substantial and not small. I visited all of them, but held off making a decision. Although I wasn’t sure what I was looking for, I knew I would know when I found it.

I found a small meeting in a community that is predominantly black and Latino. I am now a member of Newton Meeting in Camden, N.J., which actually predates Philadelphia’s historic meetings. Founded in 1680, Newton’s fortunes have suffered with the exodus of many whites, including Quakers, from Camden during its decline since the 1970s. But a core group of mostly white and sometimes disaffected former members of larger meetings has held it together. We have grown to more than 20 members in five years and are making our mark as a haven for social activists in the city and county. Our campus of a small schoolhouse and a meetinghouse is undergoing some rehabilitation similar to that of the spiritual community. Several of our members are active with the Greater Camden Unity Coalition, which holds regular meetings at Newton. As a mark of our development, Newton Meeting hosted a meeting and picnic of Haddonfield Quarterly of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting on June 26, 2004. We could not be more proud of how far we have come as a spiritual community. And having found my spiritual home in a small, struggling meeting, I have reached a personal benchmark in celebrating seven years as a member of the Religious Society of Friends.

Newton Meeting Friends and friends in Camden, N.J.
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There are many ways to God. This is surely part of our Quaker tradition, and yet, like other believers, we feel most comfortable with our own way. There are times nevertheless when our experience can be broadened by sharing worship and sometimes living arrangements with others who have different ways. I would like to tell a little of my experiences with sharing worship and day-by-day living at my own “retreats” among Roman Catholics.

My association with Roman Catholics began almost by accident, some time ago. An illness had left me with damaged ears and excessive sensitivity to noise. Clearly I would have to spend periods of time away from the city where we lived. Some country inn, perhaps? Too expensive, and anyway, not a place where I would want to go alone. A Catholic friend suggested the Guest House at the Convent of Saint Birgitta in Darien, Connecticut. It would surely offer quiet, except in the summer when it became a haven for vacationers. And so, after getting lost in numerous byways, I arrived one dark November evening at the front door of the massive Victorian mansion that had been given to the Sisters as their Guest House. I was welcomed warmly by Sister Christina, who was dressed in long grey robes and a headdress fastened by a white circle and a white cross with a single spot of red (representing Christ’s blood). At the door to the central hall I read a sign: “Let each guest be received as Christ.”

No questions were asked. Since the time of the Swedish Saint Birgitta, these Sisters, in various parts of the world, have welcomed the weary traveler. Vikingsborg was the name of this house, for the owner too had been Swedish.

For a modest fee I occupied a big room with a bay window overlooking a cove of Long Island Sound, where often I could watch a great blue heron catching fish at dusk. As a writer I welcomed the long, uninterrupted hours but also the companionship of mealtimes, when the guests assembled to partake of abundant food at a long oval table. The priest who took care of the spiritual needs of the community ate at a separate table, but we knew him as our friend. “Welcome home!” he would greet me after I became a regular visitor, and indeed Vikingsborg came to be practically my second home.

Once at Vikingsborg I was asked to say grace before dinner, as others had. I offered a Quaker grace, all of us sitting
awhile in silence with hands linked together around the table. In silence each of us thanked God in his or her own way. Are we really so different after all?

Mass was held early every morning in the little chapel. No one urged me to go, but in time I did. The service was simple and modern, in English. At one point all of us, Sisters and guests, would take the hands of our nearest neighbors and whisper some such phrase as "Peace be with you!" How Quakerly! Communion, however, was denied me because I was not a Catholic. This was the only time I felt rejected. I had been to many churches before becoming a Quaker and I believed very deeply in the spiritual meaning of communion, though I did not myself feel I needed such symbolism to feed at one with God.

**IN A CLEAR VOICE HE SANG HIS MOSTLY GREGORIAN CHANTS; I READ WITH HIM THE SERVICE HE SPECIFIED, AND WE SAID THE LORD'S PRAYER TOGETHER. SURELY GOD WAS NO LESS PRESENT TO ME THERE THAN IN A SILENT QUAKER MEETING.**

It might reasonably be asked why I did not sojourn at Pendle Hill or at Powell House in Old Chatham, New York. I am sure Pendle Hill would have satisfied my needs perfectly, but traveling was difficult for me; it was too far. I did sojourn several times, very happily, at Powell House, as well as in some programs, but at that time it was not available for sojourning as often as it is now. And, again, I needed something nearer.

When we moved away from the noise of New York City to New Paltz, New York, I still visited Vikingsborg at times, but I also discovered Saint Dominic's, a guesthouse in another Victorian mansion on a high bluff above the Hudson River. There, too, I was welcomed with love. Unlike Vikingsborg, Saint Dominic's received only women; the permanent residents, all elderly, were well cared for by the Sisters. Some became my friends.

In time we moved to Heritage Village in Connecticut, a very busy adult concominium community, and I sought a place nearby where I could possess my soul in quiet, and write, for a few days at a time. A friend discovered such a place, Dayspring, for me. A Benedictine Brother, Aelred-Seton, had elected to go his own way rather than to belong to a religious community. He had set up housekeeping in a borrowed cottage only ten miles from me. This was Dayspring. There Brother Aelred-Seton welcomed individuals and small groups of people who felt inclined to share his life for a few days. He made his living, meanwhile, by doing and teaching fine calligraphy, bookbinding, and religious painting.

A query to Brother Aelred-Seton brought the reply, "Come and have lunch with me and see how you like it." Again, my being a Quaker was no obstacle. Thus began a meaningful connection that lasted for several years, until Aelred lost his borrowed cottage and began his plans, not then complete, for building his own house.

Sharing Brother Aelred's life was quite different from being a guest at Vikingsborg. Five times a day, without fail, he devoted himself to prayer. Guests were not required to share these prayers and indeed were never expected to rise with him at 4 AM for the first of them (the best time of day, he said). But to me it would have been unthinkable not to share at other times. Before each meal, and again before retiring, often only the two of us, we sat on benches in the little chapel Brother Aelred had set up at one end of the dining room. In a clear voice he sang his mostly Gregorian chants; I read with him the service he specified, and we said the Lord's prayer together. Surely God was no less present to me there than in a silent Quaker meeting.

When a visiting Father was to celebrate the Eucharist with Brother Aelred in the little meditation room, I was invited to share the service with them. There were just the three of us, and as we first sat in silence, I could truly feel that the meeting was gathered. Together we worshiped the same God, through the same Christ. The bread that was to represent Christ's body was not white wafers this time, but tiny consecrated loaves baked in Aelred's oven. And there was the wine to represent Christ's blood. This is of course not my usual way of worship. But for many people this celebration of the Eucharist imparts a feeling of Christ's presence, and I was glad to share this with Brother Aelred and his visitor.

I have found other places. At Wisdom House in Litchfield, Connecticut, Sister Irene, on saying goodbye to me, said, "I ask of you only one thing—to pray for us." And so I have, mingling my informal Quaker prayers with the Sisters' more formal ones.

I have heard that many people are now flocking to Catholic guest houses as a place for a quiet and inexpensive vacation. To what extent they share in the worship I do not know. And friends of mine spent several days at the Benedictine Monastery of Christ in the Desert, far at the end of a bumpy dirt road in New Mexico. There they shared the religious life of the monks. When they asked if communion would be open to non-Catholics, the answer was, "We do not ask."

I am not suggesting that all Quakers would feel comfortable with my way of sharing. I cannot say, either, that all Catholics, or other religious groups, would be as welcoming. But I feel that this willingness to worship together is a fairly new thing under the sun, and that it helps to bring us together in our seeking.

All this is not a matter of sharing beliefs, creed, dogma, or the lack of these things. Rather, it means sharing our search for the Light Within, by whatever name or by no name at all. As Quakers offering our special way of sharing, surely we include people of other religions when we say, in words that were used to welcome me to membership in New Paltz Meeting: "We are all seekers. May we help each other and never weary in the search."
Dusk mustered forces in the shrubbery when I pulled out of my friends’ driveway. It was deep into 6 P.M. and the shadows of evening were gathering. Earth’s colors were muted, but the clear sky above was washed in peach and the small, thin clouds glowed amber.

The eastern heaven wore a pure, warm opalescence; and as I turned right at the first traffic light, heading toward Vermont, the sun winked deep vermilion and sank behind the far hills.

I switched on the car radio just as a charcoal smudge appeared against the luminous sky. Glancing up from the untrafficked road, I watched the smudge focus into a wedge of geese. The V’s uneven arms were a checkmark of affirmation as the opening bars of the final movement of Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony filled the car.

It was like a satiny bow on the gift of a memorable day.

Directly across the circle of chairs is a window with three African violets resting on its generous sill. The center plant is crowned in royal bloom. “God is waiting,” I thought as I sat, “and we gather in God’s peace.”

Despite all planning, getting off to Sunday morning service can be a little anxious, it seems to me. And driving to service an hour away always carries the chance of unpredictable delays that should be reckoned with.

I did well for once. Only two ladies were in the second floor assembly room of Bennington Senior Center when I arrived. They were putting out books and pamphlets on a table and welcomed me with smiles and handshakes. Bennington Meeting has been gathering in this public facility for some time, while it studies the feasibility of a permanent home. I had been privileged to visit once before and enjoyed peace and inspiration. Was that typical or the exception, I had wondered as I planned another visit?

I leafed through a couple of magazines. People were arriving. There is not the charter here typical among Baptist, Congregational, and Community churches I attend. Yet warm recognition and quiet welcome embrace all comers. Gradually people find places in the circle of armless blue upholstered chairs.

Sunlight floods through the window across from me and bathes the blossoms in splashes of purple, violet, amethyst, and mauve—jewels tiaraed on slender stems above the lush, succulent leaves.

“God is waiting, and we gather in God’s peace.”
"I had forgotten," I think, "forgotten this one essential fact of worship. Habit and tradition too easily erase this central truth."

The usual services I attend are so set on preluding, processing, and invoking God's presence (hopefully to dialogue, but usually just to listen) that I do not picture God there before me. Waiting. Expecting. Watching for my arrival. One does not place the return of the prodigal son in a sanctuary, yet that is not the very home we stumble to, and find God waiting?

I so easily forget that it is God's summons to come. God's call to assemble, God's house—where God hosts—and blesses.

One does not place the return of the prodigal son in a sanctuary, yet is that not the very home we stumble to, and find God waiting?

Across from me, my friends, who arrive after I am seated, are taking chairs to the right of the window. The husband is left in shadow, but the floor of light anoints her hair—her shoulder. It streams a rectangle of light across the floor beyond them—a light unto my path!

Almost at the point of arrival I knew that this would not just be a repetition of my earlier experience. I had purposely decided to sit across the circle from where I was seated on my first visit. I wanted assurance of a new perspective, to escape mere echoes of my first meeting with the Religious Society of Friends. I sought worship, not recall.

But I need not have planned. God had already accomplished that. God had not just rearranged, God had redecorated. God was indeed awaiting me.

Since my prior visit, the Senior Center had redecorated the entire room. Walls were repainted, the carpet had given place to a polished wooden floor, visually redundant of grained boards in multi-hued tans, ochres, and warm browns: incense for the eyes; sweet fragrances for thought. Quilts hung against the mat white walls. Antique drums rested on the rafters.

"God had them redecorate for the Quakers, I thought. "The reflective restfulness of blues predominates. And the wood accents." Wood as symbol. The Carpenter is at home. And we are welcome.

The decorators had not just used wood. They had accented brown weathered beams against the flat white walls. And the beams echo crosses. Salvaged beams from some ravaged building, they echo barn, and manger, and shelter—"Lord, thou hast been our dwelling place in all generations."

As people find their places I notice more men this time. I see young and old, couples, children. (Later I learn they include current members of the meeting, and past members visiting for the day.) Generations face each other in multiple meanings of the word.

Upon the wall before me, and floating above in the rafters, the cross whispers God's love. Even the blue-and-white, 9-piece patches of the quilt hold crosses—Greek crosses: crosses with equal arms saying, "Justice is for all, salvation available to anyone"—crosses of azure hope pieced against the pure corners of forgiveness.

I am too prone to ponder catch phrases. "Advent carries Lent," "Stable links with Sepulchre," as if Messiah can be captured and declined. Here simple timbers reveal Truth. No word, no explanation is necessary. How quickly the members take their places.

Such pregnant silence.
Such reviving peace.
Quietness flooding room and soul like absolution. Silence immersing, cleansing us in peace.

And through the silence . . . Light! Light in fragments touches persons and rectangles the floor, moving as the bow whispers by. Light, touching one and then another. Reminding us of God. Light behind us and before us. Above us. Among us. Within!

And God is light.

One of my greeters moves past me now, to take a chair across the circle on the left. She sits beneath the wall-hung quilt in blues and yellow, prints and plains. The quilt with the nine-piece patches. Her blouse is dull blue also, her slacks white, her socks navy. The chairs in the circle are padded blue. With closed eyes and hands relaxed, she is one with silence and setting. Her entrance is not so much a signal for the meeting to begin as for worship to continue—to expand—to grow. Of eloquent silence.

I am often annoyed as ideas, thoughts surface. Occasionally the very words that spring to mind seem out of place in such a group. Am I bringing my ideas and concepts and superimposing them on Quaker ideas—ideals? The crosses, the floating light, the very words cause me reflection—light that bathes, washes, anoints, "immersing," "cleaning," "absolution" . . .

With that word "absolution" I realize it is not I shaping the reflection. "This is no Baptist idea, nor Congregational, nor necessarily Community," I tell myself. "These spring from a liturgy far more structured than mine. Here in this place of concern for the world, justice for all, God is free to be the God of all. Why shouldn't God, out of the silence, seed my mind with thoughts that unite rather than separate? Seed my mind—our minds?" Even as I meditate upon this more inclusive view, one in the circle speaks. He mentions Jesus on the Sea of Galilee—stilling the winds and waves, catching to safety the sinking Peter. "Water again," I think. "The catching of Peter from death, into new life—salvation—resurrection...."

The hour ticks to a close. We rise, join hands in common gratitude, in quiet acceptance, recognition, benediction.

At last we share names, identification, greetings, around the circle. Then divide. Some to write letters of protest, opinion, concern. Others to snack and share interests, explanations, experiences in a friendly, quiet way. Having found new understanding and acceptance of self in worship; out of the silence we are free to interact, and then depart on our individual, united, inspired ways.

Now as the heavens dull above my travel, Beethoven's masterpiece throbbs in waves of joy to its conclusion. Above the surging chorus, beyond the opulent blend of a superb quartet, the orchestra climbs to stirring heights and soars beyond hearing. And the audience of this live performance bursts into appreciative applause.

I remember stories of the deaf Beethoven being turned by the performers to behold the audience's thunderous response to the premiere; to accept tribute for such glorious beauty, heard and shaped and born—out of silence.
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The child you
buttoned, hatted,
zipped and booted
to take out of doors

who stands rapt
on the edge of this
pure snowfield
staring up

will never stop
expecting now
that winter skies
will give him

once again
a wild and clamorous
undulating wedge
of wings.

This giant beating V
will make the V words
he lays eyes on
when he takes to books

blaze out —Vast,
Valiant, Vigor,
Venture, Vanquish,
Veneration, Vortex—

He will hear again
this honking, see this
host sweep over him
out of the blue.

Helen Weaver Horn is a member of
Athens (Ohio) Meeting.
Peace Churches

Watu Wa Amani Conference
by David Zarembka

I was invited to attend the Watu Wa Amani (People of Peace) conference in Limuru, Kenya, at the Brakenhurst Baptist International Conference Center from August 8 to 14. “People of Peace” is the Swahili equivalent of “Historic Peace Churches.” I like this much better since “history” is already over and no new churches can join this exclusive club. People of Peace allows new denominations to enter the club, and I have found that almost all churches have a peace witness (although for some it is much hidden) and it would be nice if they joined us. Historically the peace churches are Quakers, Mennonites, and Church of the Brethren. This conference was for Africans from these churches, since the first conference in Bienenberg, Switzerland, in 2001 of the Historic Peace Churches was mostly American/European participants. This conference was part of the World Council of Churches’ Decade to Overcome Violence. About three-quarters of the participants were from Africa.

The first interesting point is that, while all three denominations had missionaries who came from the United States, all now have more adherents in Africa than in the United States.

The Church of the Brethren is only in northern Nigeria (160,000 members) in the area of Christian/Muslim conflict. Mennonites are in Bukino Faso, western Congo, Zimbabwe, Ethiopia, Kenya (2,000), and Tanzania. Quakers are mostly in Kenya (130,000), Burundi (13,000), Rwanda (5,000—all since 1986), Uganda, Tanzania, and eastern Congo (1,300).

The Church of the Brethren in northern Nigeria does not consider itself a pacifist church. It defines “pacifism” as “passivity”—nonresistance to evil. It does not seem to have the concept of active nonviolent action. Some of its speakers spoke for a conspiracy theory that the Muslims have a grand plan to convert all the world (or at least Africa) to the Muslim faith. This theory is strongly adhered to by fundamentalist Christians in the United States. I have heard this theory in Africa before—but in the 1960s and 1970s, it was the godless Communists who were trying to take over Africa.

A pastor from the Nigerian Brethren talked more of their peacemaking efforts. The best example was when one of his churches was burned down by the Muslims and the hotheads wanted to burn down a mosque; he asked, “Then what will happen?” and got the people to agree to take the Muslims to court to pay for the damages.

Two of these Nigerians were in my small group as was Sizeti Marcellin from Rwanda. I spoke of how his son had been saved during the genocide by a Muslim who hid him in a mosque. I asked the Nigerians how they responded to that. They answered that during times of violence many Muslims hid Christians and many Christians hid Muslims.

The Mennonite church in Zimbabwe is called the Church of the Brethren in Christ and I am not certain how it is different from other Mennonite churches. It is almost exclusively in the Ndebele area of southern Zimbabwe. This is the minority tribe that was attacked in 1981-82 by the Shona Zimbabwean leader Robert Mugabe in a reign of terror that could be considered genocide. Their first speaker emphasized this slaughter and the danger their church members were in due to the current conflict in Zimbabwe. I asked another Zimbabwean participant if they had any Shona (the majority tribe) adherents and he said, “Less than 50,” but that they were going to try to establish churches in the Shona areas.

The Mennonites from Ethiopia were interesting. When the Ethiopian Socialist regime took over in 1974, all churches were banned and the Mennonite church had to go underground. At that point it had 9,000 adherents but when this regime was overthrown 17 years later, it had 50,000 adherents. It is still discriminated against in Ethiopia as it is not an exclusive club.
official religion (Coptic, Catholics, and Muslims are the only official religions) and therefore not allowed to build churches. It must have more than 50,000 members now and they all meet in homes.

The Mennonites from the Congo (Kinshasa and western Congo) were much more like average Quakers doing peacemaking as they felt that they were able. Some had gone through extensive looting in Kinshasa and they were promoting the testimony that a good Christian does not participate in looting during a time of unrest.

The Friends presented their many peace activities in their conflict-ridden countries. Ann Riggs from Annapolis (Md.) Meeting, Baltimore Yearly Meeting, and the National Council of Churches (USA) gave a presentation on Quaker peace witness that was full of quotes from George Fox, William Penn, John Woolman, and relations with Native Americans. Malesi Kinaro, from Nairobi Yearly Meeting, Kenya, followed with a history of Friends in all of Africa and an overview of their substantial peacemaking work on the continent. She concluded, “The Friends Church is one of the fastest growing churches in Kenya, Rwanda, Burundi, and the DRC [Congo]. If a true culture of peace is practiced by these churches, great strides can be made in peace work. Together we must reexamine our theology so that there is rooting of what we believe, then resolve to practice it.”

David Niyonzima from Burundi Yearly Meeting gave the major theological address for the Quakers. He gave many concrete examples from Burundi from his work with the Trauma Healing and Reconciliation Services.

Each denomination was given four slots for storytelling. The Quaker presenters were from the eastern Congo, Burundi, Rwanda, and Kenya. Representatives from the first three countries gave summaries of the work they are doing—trauma healing, Alternatives...
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to Violence Project (AVP), peace schools, reconciliation activities, work with orphans, HIV/AIDS program, and relief for widows and others impacted by fighting and disease. The Congolese Quakers have a program putting people of various ethnic background in peace cells and having the members sign a pledge that includes not harming people of other ethnic groups and not looting. It also encourages positive relationships between members of various tribes. The Kenyan speaker was Norah Musundu, who during the ethnic clashes in the Rift Valley of Kenya in 1991 organized a prayer group of women who went to the relief of those who had been attacked. This was quite moving because it was an example of how a small group of people can pray together and do peace work. Her group continues today but focuses now on HIV/AIDS work.

The best sermon/meditation was given by Cécile Nyiramana from Rwanda. She was the leader in forming a widows’ group in Rwanda consisting of Tutsi survivors of the genocide and the Hutu wives of genocide suspects who have been in jail for up to ten years. Her meditation was a clarion call to become peace-makers: “Thus, like the early churches, we are going to be able to attract peacemakers to us. We will have gathered a large army to build, promote, and maintain peace in our respective countries, in our Africa, and in the whole world. Why not?”

The Quakers carried out another one of our testimonies. Although almost half the participants were women, there were only five female presenters in the whole conference and four of these were Friends. I also noted that the women from the three denominations from all those various countries quickly developed a rapport that the men never seemed to accomplish.

The Quakers in Rwanda are confronting the aftereffects of genocide, those in the eastern Congo with continued ethnic violence (about a month before the conference 250 Quakers had to flee Bakavu along with thousands of others when fighting broke out there). In Burundi, violence has continued with ebbs and flows since 1993, and in Kenya a politics based on ethnicity makes the nation always a tinderbox for violence. The Brethren and Mennonites in Africa also confront the issues of stability and violence in their communities. The purpose of the conference was to raise up the peace witness among the historic peace churches in Africa. Hopefully this will be used to encourage the other mainstream churches to remember and focus on their peace testimonies so that the people of peace can increase throughout Africa and the rest of the world.
Strength in Weakness:
Writings by Eighteenth-Century Quaker Women


This useful book makes available well-chosen, sizeable excerpts from the writings of eight 18th-century Quaker women ministers whose work most of us would not otherwise have an opportunity to read. Two were born in the 17th century and four lived into the 19th. They are arranged chronologically by birth, and provided with biographies and brief descriptions of their writings. Gil Skidmore begins with a helpful introduction to Quakerism and its history to provide the context for the writings. She concisely explains the style of spiritual autobiography, use of Biblical language, and the qualifications for ministry that provide the matrix within which these women lived. The book concludes with brief biographical notes about 34 other Friends mentioned in the various texts.

It is both edifying and discouraging to compare the inward spiritual exercises of these women with our own. Reading their experiences, their struggles and joys, helps point to some of the differences between the Religious Society of Friends (and of the larger dominant culture) then and now. These women took the inward qualification to ministry with fear and trembling. Once they heard and accepted God's call to ministry they submitted—not without much backsliding and struggle—to stand in increasing obedience to divine instruction. The result was Spirit-led ministry that nourished its hearers. They were enabled to speak words that were needed and heard by troubled and hungry souls, both within and outside of Quakerdom. Their reward was internal peace and joy.

The work was not easy. Each woman struggled to put obedience to God above her natural love and responsibility to her family. Many became ill and exhausted by the difficulties of travel. The highest priorities for most of us today are family and job/livelihood, with rest and relaxation coming close behind. If there is any time or energy left we might consider penciling in time for God. It was not this way for these women who noted Jesus' admonition that those who love anything more than him are not worthy of him.

The writings are steeped in Biblical language and imagery. This provides a shorthand to a larger context, in much the way modern folks quote lines from a popular song or advertising jingle. Use of the Bible connects the individual Friend's experience to a larger story, and anchors it firmly in a rich tradition and context.

These eight English women were all working for the same Master, all engaged in being honed as useful tools in God's hands. But they had their individual emphases and experiences. One can see, for example, the exhortations to a more strict upholding of the outward testimonies of plainness, or an understanding that there are cultural differences that should be taken into account while seeking true simplicity. Over time there is a subtle shift in choice of words that heralds the increasing influence of evangelicalism that eventually fueled the separations of 1827-28 within many North American meetings.

The greatest value of the book is the comfort and wisdom offered by these experienced ministers to those today who feel that same divine nudge toward becoming faithful instruments for God's use in the world. Their struggles to become qualified are the same that we face: to give up self-will in obedience to Divine Will.

There are specific jewels of advice that will be treasured by Friends who recognize the situations. These are not lengthy disquisitions, often only a pithy sentence or two. Ruth Alcock described the necessity to give up the whole self to God in order to become a minister for God. She underwent the exercise of faithfully remaining silent when traveling in the ministry when wordlessness was required of her. Catherine Payton Phillips felt there were none in her meeting who understood or could help her. She wrote of the necessity to try the spirits and also gave solid advice to unmarried women traveling in the ministry. Lydia Rawlinson Lancaster described the qualities of being a good, useful tool in God's hand, and dealing with unhelpful criticism from other Friends. Sarah Tuke Grubb described the difference between good and bad ministry and of the difficult work when those who are reprimanded dislike the messenger. Priscilla Hannah Gurney described the important service of opening the door (we might say preparing the space) for her companion's longer message. Mary Alexander warned against encouraging young ministers too soon, when they are too dependent on human approval, and of the importance of humility. Ann Crowley advised not asking other Friends for help or advice but waiting on God to teach in God's own time and way.

There are common themes in these women's experience: the struggle to lay aside youthful social pleasures; the lifelong learning of putting God's will first; recurring ill health and weakness; a somewhat austere, self-denying lifestyle honed to listening carefully to the still, small voice. They lived in a small, close-knit world of Quaker ministers that traveled extensively, visiting not only meetings but also families. Then as now there are choices. These eight women felt the inward impulse to
A Young Friend’s Bookshelf

Each December, the JOURNAL reviews a number of recent books and other media that nurture our children’s spiritual development. Although all Friends can bask in the Light, these books share, most are particularly of interest to Friends who celebrate Christmas.

— Ellen Michaud

Ellen Michaud is the JOURNAL’s book review editor and a member of South Starksboro (Vt.) Meeting.

Ages 3 to 7

The God Seed, A Children’s Book for Everyone

By Esther Armstrong, Illustrated by Tarra Kai.

Next December 20, 2004, 27 pages. $10/paperback

This book is a winner. The God Seed, A Children’s Book for Everyone by Esther Armstrong is short and fanciful, filled with the wonderful message of God’s love. Although not a Quaker herself, Esther Armstrong has done a magnificent job of distilling the concept of that of God in everyone into a lighthearted, playful book that will be as fun for grown-ups to read aloud as it is for kids to hear. The God Seed tells the story of God’s joy in creating the world and the people who fill it. It explains how the one special gift God gives to each of us is a God seed, a piece of God’s self, to grow inside each of us so we will never be alone. God does this because God is so crazy about each one of us, God is moved to share God’s love.

The text for the book is silly and sweet. “God made food! Trees full of fruit like apples and pears, bushes ripe with grapes and blackberries, plants bearing tomatoes and corn. And when God studied all this yummy food, God said, ‘Woo, woo, woo! This is just very, very good.’” And later still, when God made you, “... God said, ‘Oh my! Ka-bang, Ka-
lisher in 1847, and its fifth edition appeared in 1853 (this is the edition Weaver is re-releasing), Lea became well-respected among housewives who needed to know that rhubarb and chalk would help assuage the effects of sour milk on the intestines, or that the whites of two eggs will clarify sugar.

The reappearance of Elizabeth Elliott Lea’s work is a gift to modern readers. By opening out this Quaker woman’s down-to-earth approach to the herbs, vegetables, fruits, and minerals around her, readers are invited to contemplate “history” through the experiences of those who lived it. Lea was not a politician, poet, financier, or military strategist. We know a great deal about the public lives of such folks. And she “lacked the ... intellectual enthusiasm” that often gets one noticed in historical texts. Yet the steady sales of Lea’s volume show us what was important in the households from which politicians, poets, financiers, and military strategists emerged.

William Woy's Weaver reminds us that there is nothing uniquely or specifically Quaker about Lea’s recipes and remedies; but rather, he suggests that food ways and kitchen lore were among many aspects of life where 19th-century Friends were not out of step with the commonalities of their world.

This book is, not surprisingly, a great read.

—Emma J. Lapsansky-Werner

Emma J. Lapsansky-Werner is professor of History and curator of special collections at Haverford College.

zooey, Ka-booey. This one is fabulous! This one is very, very, very, very good!” What a great message to give our children! The artwork by Tara Kai gives wonderful expression to the whimsical text. The humanoid figures that leap about the pages bring to mind the work of Dr. Seuss and are unexpectedly endearing, given their simplicity. This is an excellent book for young Quakers, either at home or at meeting.

—Abby McNear

Abby McNear is a mother of two, writer, and member of Evanston (Ill.) Meeting.

Papa's Birthday Gift


Papa's Birthday Gift explains an important concept about God that is often forgotten by both children and adults. In the book, six-
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Ages 4 to 8

The Lord is My Shepherd: Psalm 23 for Children

Christopher Webber does a terrific job of taking the 23rd Psalm and retelling it in a way that is relevant and accessible for children. Simplifying the language and applying it to the everyday realities of childhood, Christopher Webber brings the meaning of the psalm to life. For example, although reproduction of the text may sound stilted, the words take flight with the accompaniment of the illustrations by Preston McDaniels. His ink-and-watercolor prints depict a diverse group of children going about their daily activities in

...
an urban setting, calmly experiencing God's protection and love. The illustration for the feast set out by the Lord is particularly engaging, showing sparrows enjoying a windowsill meal, presumably set out by the children in the picture, while a pane of glass keeps them protected from an overly interested kitty. The final picture in the book does depict a traditional non-Quaker church service, with a minister at the front, but the meaning should be clear even to young Quakers.

While there are many, many children's books that depict Bible stories and texts, the good ones are hard to come by. The Lord is My Shepherd is a wonderful introduction to Psalms.

--- Abby McNear

CD

Earth Mama: Christmas Heart

Tennessee Quaker, songwriter, and environmental educator Joyce Johnson Rouse (the subject of Linda Bryant's "Crining for the Earth in Nashville and Beyond," FJ October) has written a down-to-earth, toe-tapping collection of contemporary Christmas songs as a gift from her beautiful heart to the children of the world. Flavored with country, touched with blues, and grounded in the traditional folk music of an Iowa childhood, her husky treatment is fresh, original, thought-provoking, and utterly irresistible."The ten tracks speak to Quakerly concerns that span the entire religious landscape of the Religious Society of Friends, and nurtures an ecumenical spiritual life among our children."

“Close to the Earth” begins,

He was not born in a marble palace
They did not wrap him in silken robes
There was no music
From golden instruments
The manger’s humble creatures
Warmed the cold
And concludes,
If we want to walk with Jesus
We need to walk a path of simple ways
With respect for the cycles and the seasons
Humility and love in all our days.

“Christmas Morning” offers
It’s winter and light is alive on the Earth
Wake up! It’s Christmas morning
Starlight and firelight and sunlight gave birth
Wake up! The Christ-child’s a-borning.
He’s man and he’s woman
He’s old and he’s young
He’s Buddhist and Christian and Jew

Friends for Lesbian, Gay, Bi-sexual, Transgender and Queer Concerns is ...

a community of Quakers of diverse sexual orientations and genders who believe that our spirituality and sexuality are not only reconciled, but divinely intertwined ...

For registration materials: MWG05@hotmail.com or Santa Fe Monthly Meeting of Friends, (505) 983-7241. Or http://flgbtqc.quaker.org
Germantown Friends School
(215) 951-2345
Please come to our Open Houses:
- Oct. 2, Saturday, 2-4 p.m.
- Nov. 11, Thursday, 8:30 a.m.
- May 13, 2005, Friday, 8:30 a.m.

Kendal-Crosslands residents nurture an array of life-affirming opportunities:
- 140 resident-directed interest groups
- lifelong learning at the University of Delaware and West Chester University
- two 11,000-volume, resident-run libraries
- 300 acres with trails, woods, ponds
- on-site concerts and lectures
- local community volunteer opportunities

Named as one of the nation’s top 25 continuing care retirement communities, Kendal-Crosslands is not-for-profit and Quaker-related. Full services, lifetime restraint-free health care.

KENDAL-CROSSLANDS Communities
610-388-7001 • 1-800-216-1920
P.O. Box 100 • Kennett Square, PA 19348
www.kcc.kendal.org

What it means to be SELECT
Curious
Intellectual
Articulate
Accomplished
Athletic
Diverse

Pre-K Through Twelfth Grade
17th and The Parkway, Philadelphia, PA 19103
215-561-5900 ext. 104 • www.friends-select.org

HARRY R. FORREST
Calligraphy
(609) 714-0100
calligraphy@medleys.com
- MARRIAGE CERTIFICATES •
- INSCRIPTIONS • SCROLLS •
22 New Freedom Rd., Medford, NJ 08055

For Parents
Habits of a Child’s Heart:
Raising Your Kids with the Spiritual Disciplines
By Valerie E. Hess and Marty Watson Garlett.
Just about anyone who has studied at Earlham, Pendle Hill, or School of the Spirit
has encountered the work of Quaker author Richard Foster. His *Celebration of Discipline*, named one of the 100 most important religious books of the 20th century by a prestigious group of religious scholars and editors gathered by HarperSanFrancisco; and his *Renovare* workshops, communities, and gatherings have encouraged a Christian spiritual renewal in individuals and faith communities throughout the world.

Now, two of his disciples, former kindergarten teacher and founding dean of the online Teachers College, Marti Watson Garlett, and *Renovare* group leader Valerie Hess, have combined their deeply centered spiritual lives and experience with children to give parents a down-to-earth and amazingly practical manual on how to help our children develop rich, spiritual lives.

Each chapter of *Habits of a Child's Heart* focuses on a different discipline—the meaning of which, the authors tell us, "comes directly from the Latin *disciplina*, which connotes ‘giving instruction to a disciple.’" The purpose of these disciplines, they write, is that, "When we personally practice the disciplines, we are inviting God to change us, to make us more like his Son, and to ‘correct’ how we live our lives in community with others, God, and the world."

The disciplines included are meditation, prayer, fasting, study, simplicity, solitude, submission, service, confession, worship, guidance, and celebration. Using a highly readable contemporary style, the authors include in each chapter a discussion that briefly helps parents understand the discipline under study. Family anecdotes, pragmatic exercises broken down by age from early childhood through adolescence, and a "Bottom Line" section that unpatronizingly sums up the take-home message of the chapter are also provided. At the conclusion of the chapter on "The discipline of solitude," for example, the authors write:

"At the pace many of us live, we desperately need to hear Jesus call us to come away and rest, to withdraw from the fever and pitch of our lives and to refresh and restore ourselves in the Spirit of Christ. We need a quiet environment to let our minds rest, and we need quiet minds to let our souls rest in God. As we learn to practice this discipline, we become better at speaking words of comfort and direction to the people around us. We discover that silence is not empty when God fills it."

—Ellen Michaud
Are some Quaker perspectives on the wrong track?

Do you want to know what sincere Quakers think, who truly advocate peace, justice, and helping the poorest of the poor, but who think many Quaker perspectives are on the wrong track?

Try reading *The Quaker Economist*, a free weekly online news commentary on peace, justice, and world affairs, somewhat different from the usual Quaker line.

Over eighty letters have now been published and appear on the e-mails of over 600 subscribers, mostly Quakers. To see them all online, visit http://tqe.quaker.org. To subscribe (free), send an e-mail to tqe-subscribe@quaker.org.

Bennington (Vt.) Meeting calls for the recovery of an heroic spirit in order to emulate the love of Christ in the world. “The torture and mistreatment of prisoners in Iraq, Afghanistan, and Guantanamo by the United States government and its agents in no way affirms the spirits of freedom or tolerance—generosity for which we Americans are known. ... The first steps in solving this problem are to be totally honest, admit our own mistakes, take responsibility for our errors, be willing to change our policies, ... reexamine our motives, and plan how we can work more effectively to achieve real improvement of the lives of the people of Iraq, ... refuse to kill or take human life in any circumstance, ... refuse violence as a tool, ... refuse to denigrate others, ... We declare the importance to the Society of Friends, indeed to the country and the world, that the recovery of this heroic spirit is the best workable solution and the real road to national and international security. We invite all to join us in creating heroic actions that emulate the love of Christ. ... Remember that God is on everybody’s side. God bless the world and all that share it.” — *Newsletter of the Northeast Quarter of New England Yearly Meeting*, August 2004

Ohio Valley Yearly Meeting, during its annual sessions, approved a minute opposing “Defense of Marriage” amendments to federal and state constitutions. In sessions July 28-August 4, 2004, at Wilmington College, Wilmington, Ohio, the meeting experienced unity in approving the following minute: “Friends affirm that there is that of God in each person, regardless of race, creed, national origin, or sexual orientation. Further, Friends consider marriage primarily a spiritual relationship. OVYM opposes attempts to add discriminatory ‘Defense of Marriage’ amendments to federal and state constitutions. Such laws would preempt public dialogue. We affirm that discriminatory laws and amendments are contrary to our understanding of the Spirit of God’s love.” — *Report from Ohio Valley Yearly Meeting*

Multnomah (Oreg.) Meeting has been active in support of same-sex couples who have been married under its care. The meeting opposed Measure 36 on the state ballot in the November election, charging that the measure “would write marriage discrimination into the Oregon Constitution and set a precedent of restricting human rights rather than broadening them. It would deny Quaker meetings their ability to celebrate marriage according to the light they have been given.” In a news conference prior to the election, the meeting’s Marriage-Equality Committee released statements from other Quaker meetings in Oregon opposing Measure 36.
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Multnomah Meeting has opened marriage equally to all couples since 1989, without regard to the sex of the partners. North Pacific Yearly Meeting recorded support for legal recognition of same-sex marriage in 1997. Multnomah Meeting joined American Friends Service Committee and Love Makes a Family organization in a “Marriage Equality” booth at the Oregon State Fair. “As a community of faith, we cannot stand by and watch some of the marriages under our care face discrimination simply because of their sexual orientation,” Tom Crump, clerk of Multnomah Meeting, said. —Multnomah (Oreg.) Meeting newsletter

Lillian Willoughby, of Central Philadelphia (Pa.) Meeting, chose a week in jail over a $250 fine for blocking a federal courthouse the day after the start of U.S. bombing in Iraq. Now age 89, she has been an activist and participant in nonviolent demonstrations opposing war, race discrimination, and nuclear proliferation for 65 years. On September 29, she joined five other activists who were among 107 arrested on March 20, 2003, and pleaded guilty to a misdemeanor count. Before the sentencing, she and the five others gathered with supporters for worship at Central Philadelphia Meeting and then made a “Walk for Peace” to the U.S. Courthouse at Sixth and Market Streets. She gave U.S. Magistrate Judge Arnold C. Rapoport a book, Fifty-two Stories of Nonviolence, and spoke for about five minutes about her sadness about the U.S. involvement in the Iraq War. The courtroom was packed with around 50 people, there to offer support. —Philadelphia Inquirer, Sept. 30, 2004

Filmmaker and Peace Advocate Speaks at Olney Friends School. Paul Hood of Burlington, Vt., recently visited Olney Friends School, Barnesville, Ohio, to share life experiences with students and show his documentary, Wildflowers in Holy Ground. A 77-year-old World War II veteran and longtime peace advocate, he works to alleviate poverty and suffering around the world. He spent a week at Olney Friends School speaking in classes and sharing in-depth personal experiences of war and peace with students and faculty. His film documents his month-long stay at Ramallah Friends School on the West Bank, founded by Quakers in the late 1880s as a school for girls. Today the school educates both boys and girls in grades K-12. Despite a climate of fear and extreme political tension, Ramallah Friends School has remained open to students. Paul Hood characterizes his documentary as “a testimony to the goodness of life in the midst of overwhelming violence.”
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The following are a few of the International agreements that the United States has withdrawn from or refused to sign: (1) Anti-Ballistic Missile treaty, signed in 1972. President George W. Bush announced withdrawal from the treaty on December 13, 2001. (2) Anti-Land Mine Treaty. The administration announced it would not sign on February 27, 2004. (3) International Criminal Court (ICC). The current administration withdrew the U.S. signature. (4) Kyoto Protocol. In March 2001, President Bush announced that his administration opposes the protocols. (5) UN Convention on Biological Diversity. The U.S. refused to sign this convention when it went into effect in 1993. — Befriending Creation, newsletter of Quaker Earthcare Witness, Sept./Oct. 2004

Veterans for Peace has created an alternative and supporting voice to the current “Support Our Troops” yellow ribbon campaign. It has created a blue ribbon car magnet which represents support for our troops and that they are wanted home as soon as possible. For more information go to <www.Troops Ribbon.com).

**Bulletin Board**

**Upcoming Events**

- **January 5-7, 2005**—El Salvador Yearly Meeting
- **January 5-9, 2005**—Bolivia Yearly Meeting
- **January 13-15, 2005**—Peru Yearly Meeting
- **April 4, 2005**—Lecture by Elaine Pagels, Gnostic scholar and author of *Beyond Belief: The Secret Gospel of Thomas*, at Arch Street Meetinghouse in Philadelphia, Pa., at 9:15 AM. This event is sponsored by The Lecture Working Group, under Philadelphia Yearly Meeting’s Standing Committee on Worship and Care. This is a ticketed event, at $10 per ticket, since the lecturer wishes that all those attending read the short Gospels of Thomas and Mary (copies of these will be sent out with each ticket). The name, meeting, address, e-mail, mailing address, and phone number of each ticket holder will be needed. For all ticket applications and questions, contact Sally Rickerman at (610) 274-8856, or <sahrr@earthlink.net>.

**Opportunities/Resources**

- **Friends Association for Higher Education invites submissions of papers, workshops, or panel presentations on witnessing through scholarship, work in the classroom, campus life, and beyond, for its 25th annual gathering, June 16-19, 2005, at Haverford College, Haverford, Pa. The theme is “Centering on the Edge: Intellect, Spirit, Action.” Please send a basic description of your idea, an individual session, or a panel ASAP. Final abstracts are due January 10, 2005. For more information and a list of focusing queries contact Greg Barnes (for conference program) at <gbarnes@haverford.edu>, Helene Pollock (for logistics) at <hpollock@haverford.edu>, or go to <http://www.haverford.edu/hcweb/fahel>.

- **The Listening Center joins with the Delaware Valley Wage Peace and Justice group to invite you to Second Friday Sharing of Creative Expressions, every second Friday of the month in Springfield, Pa. Second Friday Sharing offers an opportunity for people to come to listen to God, self, and others through art, movement, poetry, music, and telling of stories. Folks are encouraged to share their work but performance is not required. Those who enjoy listening are also encouraged to come. Simple meal and fellowship is at 6 PM, and sharing is from 7 to 9 PM. The Listening Center is located at 1001 Old Sproul Road. For more information contact Jennifer Elam at (215) 242-9555, or Tom Mullian at (610) 565-7878.**

- **Friends World Committee for Consultation, Section of the Americas, has awarded its annual Elizabeth Ann Bognert Memorial Fund for the Study and Practice of Christian Mysticism. Awards of up to $1,000 were given this year for: a traveling exhibition of mystical artwork; assistance to build a hermitage cabin for mystical retreats; development of books, videos, and other resources on mysticism for a university program; scholarly research into the mysticism of Friedrich von Hugel; and an inner-city art project by a contemplative community. Individuals wishing to apply for grants in 2005 should submit seven copies of their proposal and two or three letters of reference from individuals who are familiar with the applicant’s work by March 1, 2005, Send to 4818 Warrington Ave., Philadelphia, Pa., 19143. For more information contact <vintdem00@aol.com>.**

- **National Resources Defense Council’s website offers regular bulletins tracking environmental legislation moving through Congress, provides suggestions for contacting congressional offices, and provides information on a variety of environmental concerns. Visit <www.nrdc.org>.**
Before we buy their shares, we want them to share our values.

We refused to invest in a retail giant because they sold rugs made by children.

We divested our position in a Silicon Valley company because of the increased volume of their Defense Department business.

We intentionally invest in community development banks that work in low-income minority areas.

What would you expect of us? We were founded during the Vietnam war by ministers who felt it was wrong to own a company that made napalm. From that day to this, our principal has followed our principles.

We now have four socially responsible funds. All have a low ($250) minimum initial investment.

You should consider a fund’s investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses carefully before investing. For a free prospectus that contains this and other important information please call or visit our web site. Read the prospectus carefully before investing.

PAX WORLD
MUTUAL FUNDS
Principles + Performance.
1-800-767-1729 www.paxworld.com

Night Journeys
The Power of Dreams in Transatlantic Quaker Culture
Carla Gerona

"Night Journeys is a fascinating study of the meaning of dreams in the history of early Quakerism. Gerona combines meticulous scholarship with a sophisticated use of dream theory to trace the changing meanings of dreams as they were told and retold, both within and outside the Quaker community." —Phyllis Mack, Rutgers University

"Carla Gerona offers an interesting and rich exploration of the Quakers’ use of dreams and dream narratives. Dreams both guided and justified Quaker action, legitimating their potentially subversive and troubling religious, political, and social practices. There has been far too little attention to the role of dreams and dreaming in early America, and this book makes an important and exciting contribution." —Ann Marie Plane, University of California, Santa Barbara

$35.00 hardcover

University of Virginia Press
1-800-831-3406 www.upress.virginia.edu
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Year 2005
Quaker Motto Calendar

Inspirational messages for each month
Since 1884

25 calendars $21.00
25 calendars & envelopes $23.00

Send orders with check to:
The Motto Calendar
1101 Ridge Road
Pottstown, PA 19465

MottoCalendar@comcast.net
Telephone: 301-320-3931
Fax: 301-320-7370

Ranked among Philadelphia's "Top Hospitals" in Mental Health

- Child and Adolescent Programs
- Adult Services
- Older Adult Program
- Eating Disorders Program
- Long-term residential care for chronic mental illness
- Women's Program
- 24-hour evaluation, assessment and referral service
- 190 year commitment to our Quaker mission

Call 215-831-6300 or 800-889-0548
www.FriendsHospitalOnline.org

Milestones

Births/Adoptions

Moreno—Juliet Markland Moreno, on March 1, 2004, to Amy and Carlos Moreno and sisters Emma and Elena of Abington (Pa.) Meeting.

Marriages/Unions

Shinkman-Tunis—Matthew Christopher Shinkman and Amy Aline Tunis, the latter a member of Hempton (Va.) Meeting, on May 15, 2004, at Friends Meeting of Washington, D.C. The couple lives in London, England.

Deaths

Beyer—Margaret Herriot Wagenet Beyer, 79, on April 17, 2004, at home in Pateros, Wash., of cancer. Margaret was born on August 3, 1924, to Russell Gordon and Betsy Morrison Wagenet in Rochester, N.Y. She grew up in Connecticut and graduated in Vermont from Pumey School. In 1946 she graduated from University of California at Berkeley with degrees in Economics and Fine Arts. After her marriage to Richard Beyer in 1948 and the subsequent birth of two children, she received a master's degree in Education from University of Vermont, specializing in early childhood development. During this time she was assistant to the Curator of Asian Art at Brooklyn Museum and also taught nursery school. In 1957, the Beyer moved to Seattle where Margaret worked at the Bush preschool, first as a nursery school teacher and later as director, a position she held for 14 years. Margaret joined University Friends Meeting in Seattle in 1964. She served on many committees and as clerk of the meeting from 1970 to 1973. After leaving the Bush School, Margaret studied at University of Puget Sound Law School, and for five years managed the Department of Domestic Affairs of King County Prosecutor's Office. Working closely with architects, she helped to design the General Fremont Condominium in Fremont. In 1988, Richard and Margaret moved to Pateros to be near daughter Liz and the grandchildren. They also purchased a small farm nearby where Margaret developed an acre of organic strawberries to sell in the farmers' markets of Chelan and Twisp, where she also helped to sustain the Confluence Gallery. She created watercolors, bronze sculptures, wearings, and played the harpichord. In 1994 Margaret was a founding member of the Chelan-Methow Worship Group. She served on the Pateros School Board and had a strong interest in helping students with learning differences. At the age of 79, she became a certified professional reading specialist. Her goal was to share with other teachers so the students most in need could be better helped. In 1999, Margaret wrote a book about her husband, The Art People Lane: Stories of Richard S. Beyer's Life and His Sculptures. Margaret was quiet, strong, and wise. She touched others with her generosity, grace, encouragement, and enthusiasm. She is survived by her husband, Richard Beyer; son, Charles Beyer; daughter, Elizabeth Miller; seven grandchildren; and several great-grandchildren.

Brown—Bruce Minton Brown, on December 29, 2003 under the care of his devoted wife, Elizabeth, at home in Flagstaff, Arizona. He was born on December 2004 FRIENDS JOURNAL
After teaching for three years at the University of Pennsylvania, he began his studies at Randolph-Macon College in Virginia. After receiving his bachelor’s degree in Political Science and History, he spent the summer volunteering with the Department of Mental Health in Madison, Wisconsin. It was there that he lived with a Quaker family and first learned about the Religious Society of Friends. In 1951, with growing interest in families and community, Bruce began work on a master’s degree in Sociology at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. He completed his degree while teaching at University of California at Berkley, where he met and married his first wife, Suzanne Guilbert. After teaching for three years at the University of Montana, he returned to California, where he worked for the next 32 years as a research analyst for the State of California Department of Rehabilitation. During his 30 years in Sacramento, Bruce was active in social and civic activities. He served on the board of the now defunct Sacramento Symphony, was one of the founding members of the Chamber Music Society, and with the late Mary Brubaker, was instrumental in reviving the Sacramento Statistical Association. Bruce loved the outdoors and organized camping, backpacking, river-rafting, and bicycling adventures with family and friends. A member of the Sierra Club, he especially loved hiking in the Sierra Nevada. In 1984 Bruce married Elizabeth Clark, who shared his fondness for hiking and Scottish country dancing, as well as interests in family, friends, faith, and community involvement. Even before completing their 1992 move to Flagstaff, the couple became active participants in Flagstaff Monthly Meeting, where Bruce served as clerk 1997-1999. He was also active with the Arizona office of the American Friends Service Committee, as well as several community groups, including the Northern Arizona Celtic Society. Bruce was a tall, warm-hearted person who was always willing to take the time to get to know people. His spiritual clarity and guidance were invaluable during difficult times, and his abilities as a patient facilitator will be greatly missed. He is survived by his wife, Elizabeth Brown; their children and their combined family: David Brown, Julia Brodsky; Ellen Brown, Clark Staples, John Staples, Keith Staples, Michael Staples, Neil Staples, Kristen Staples Bankson, and Laura Staples; his first wife, Suzanne Guilbert Brown; his sister, Margaret Barati; his niece, Diane Barati; 19 grandchildren; and four great-grandchildren.

Muller—Margaretta Roeger Muller, 90, on March 24, 2004, in Newtown, Pa. Born on June 13, 1913, in Philadelphia, Margaretta graduated from Philadelphia High School for Girls in 1931. Her lifelong interest in the performing arts, especially musical theater, began there, where she performed in several productions. She met her future husband, Werner E. Muller, when they both participated in a city high school German Club production. She studied at Temple University. The couple married in 1934, living with Margaretta’s parents on Girard Avenue and, later, Olney. Werner made glasses for a number of people from American Friends Service Committee; he was also involved in consumer cooperatives. Through these avenues the couple was introduced to Bryn Gweled Home...
The articles that appear in FRIENDS JOURNAL are freely given; authors receive copies of the issue in which their article appears. Manuscripts submitted by non-Friends are welcome. We prefer articles written in a fresh, nonacademic style, using language that clearly includes both sexes. We appreciate receiving Quaker-related humor.

- maximum 8–10 double-spaced, typewritten pages (2,500 words)
- include references for all quotations
- author's name and address should appear on the manuscript
- for the full guidelines, see <www.friendsjournal.org>

Submissions are acknowledged immediately; however, writers may wait several months to hear whether their manuscripts have been accepted.

For more information contact Robert Dockhorn, Senior Editor.

1216 Arch St., 2A Philadelphia, PA 19107-2835 • (215) 563-8629 • E-mail: info@friendsjournal.org
ing, Claire used an early-model computer to explore her creative ideas with new intensity, writing fiction, poetry, and drama. In 1990 the couple moved to Friends House Retirement Community in Sandy Spring, Md., and lived independently in a cottage by the pond. Claire became involved in a rich program of activities with new friends and fellowship. She took joy in her writing and frequent visits from daughter Peggy and family, who live in nearby Takoma Park. In 2000 Claire and Peter moved from their cottage to the apartment complex at Friends House, and soon afterwards, because of her failing health, Claire moved to the nursing home, where she spent three quiet years. She is survived by her husband of 52 years, Peter Walsh; daughters, Peggy Edwards and Henney Walsh; son, David Walsh; and three grandsons.

Zimmerman—L. Wilbur Zimmerman, 97, on May 5, 2004, in Haverford, Pa. He was born on January 19, 1907, of Mennonite ancestry in Harrisburg, Pa. The son of a dentist, Wilbur grew up in Philadelphia and Ardmore, and graduated from college at La Salle and dental school at Temple. In 1934 he set up practice in Ardmore, where many Haverford College faculty and meeting members became patients. In 1926 he married Mary Larkin, a Friend, and soon joined her at Haverford Meeting, becoming a member in 1935. An amateur photographer, he took his First-day school class for a day trip to New York City and later helped them develop their photos in his darkroom. He served briefly in the Navy, and after World War II he and Mary became expert orchid growers, traveling widely as collectors and judges. A clerk of meeting late in life, Wilbur was always active in the ministry, but did not believe in pushing nonmembers to join. He was a beloved figure in meeting, where his diplomatic skills and careful, low-key approach to problems were invaluable. His messages reflected an inquiring mind, wide reading, sound judgment, and a liberal approach to Quakerism. He worked to create the present corporate structure of the meeting and of Friends School Haverford. At a time of administrative crisis in FSH in the early 1990s, Wilbur, then clerk of the meeting, stepped in to reorganize the school committee and worked with others to assure a successful outcome. His fascination with horticulture continued, and Wilbur served as president of the Arboretum Association of Haverford College and as board member for Bartram's Gardens. He worked with Pennsylvania Horticultural Society and its library, serving as head of the Philadelphia Flower Show and chair of the Council. His fascination with photography continued as well, and in 1997 more than 100 of Wilbur's images were used to illustrate Haverford Friends' former member William Woy's Weaver's book on heirloom vegetables. Wilbur also served as longtime head of the Lower Marion School Board, of the School Committee of Friends School Haverford, and as vice president of the Harcum College board. Severe deafness and decreasing mobility limited his participation in his final years, but a mini-gallery of his photographs was hung in the corridor outside his apartment at the Quadrangle Retirement Community. Wilbur was predeceased by his wife, Mary Larkin Zimmerman, in 1984. He is survived by his daughter, Joan Brinton; his son, Milton Zimmerman; 15 grandchildren; and 57 great-grandchildren.
Perhaps none is needed, or perhaps none is possible. It had never occurred to me that any economic theory might ascend to a place of infallibility in Friends practice, but that may be because otherwise earnest, sincere, and honest Friends like myself and David Morse are simply mired in fallacy, as Russell Nelson asserted.

Steve Livingston
Asheville, N.C.

Marriage can be fun

Thank you, Ron McDonald, for “Reflections on the Purpose of Marriage” (FJ Sept.). I have been disturbed by so many divorces among friends and neighbors. Personally, I have been lucky—with a wonderful husband for 49-1/2 years. He died in February 1995. A year later I married my best friend, whose wife of 56 years died September 1992. He and I had only a few good years, till he was hospitalized for dementia and spent over two years on a nursing facility close to me. He died on December 3, 2001.

One thing that helped both marriages was my husbands’ wonderful sense of humor. Other things that helped: singing and dancing together. Music hath charm! I attribute support by our Friends meetings—in Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Michigan—to strengthening both marriages.

My first husband and I attended a Marriage Enrichment weekend workshop, which helped each of us not to take the other for granted. Also, we learned to speak positively: “I like it when you . . .”

Neither husband liked to dance, but I learned late in life, with my second husband, to lead him! (Wishing I had learned with my first husband.) We sometimes danced to Lawrence Welk’s music on TV Saturday and Sunday evenings. His daughter said, “Dad doesn’t dance.” My answer: “He does now.” (In his 80s!)

I hope we as Quakers—and other religions—can help make marriages “till death do us part”—fun while they’re together. I love to see couples holding hands and smiling at each other. I love to hear about husband and wife allowing the other to “follow his/her own star.” Of course, it helps to choose wisely in the first place.

Marion Stow
Frankfort, Mich.

A case of chutzpah

Thank you to Tony Prete for his article on the story of Abraham and Isaac (“Testing a Father’s Faith,” FJ Sept.). Obviously, it’s a
Simplicity and little-used meetinghouses

In this season when Mary and Joseph are recorded witnesses to simple living, it may be appropriate to raise these queries: "When...
**Free Quaker Pamphlets**

Cut-out print Pamphlets, Quaker Publishers, 3079 South Kenyon Ave., Menlo Park, CA 94025.

**The Peaceable Table**

Successor to *The Vegetarian Friends* magazine. A monthly online journal for vegetarian Quakers and others. Articles, recipes, book and film reviews, letters. 

**Books and Publications**

“Are you Satisfied?” CD of original music, Quakerly conceived as a spiritual journey, personal and political reflections. Listen, relish, visit www.lauriechilders.com, also www.vegetarianfriends.net.

**For Sale**

Daisy Newman, John Punshon, Tom Mullen, Doug Gwyn, more online at <WWW.thelasttestament.com>. Contact Shane at <info@yewtreeachurch.org>.

**Friends Bulletin**


**Quaker Books**

Books and Publications British Museum and very close to London University. A central location for all tourist activities. Political

**People**

Concerned Singles links socially conscious singles who care about peace, social justice, race, gender equity, environment, and American/or international. All ages, all faiths.

**Positions**

Horticulturist - Seeking full-time position. B.S./Hort. invited, for positions in Environmental Horticulture, with a focus on practical applications. Contact <john.davis@environmentalhorticulture.com>.

**Positions Vacant**

ARC Ecumenical Retreat Center (Action, Reflection, Celebration) invites applications from recent graduates for up to one year or longer beginning in 2005. ARC’s residential community, centered in the Christian hospitality-tradition, serves individuals and groups seeking time apart, rest, and spiritual renewal. Room, board, health insurance, and stipend provided. For information see <www.acre.org> or contact the Director at <acre@acre.org> or (707) 839-3540.

The Quaker Center for the Arts (QCA) seeks candidates for a part-time postdoctoral fellowship in practical theology. The QCA offers a full-time academic year appointment in practical theology. The QCA offers a full-time academic year appointment in practical theology.

**Opportunities**

Burundi, Rwanda, Kenya, and Uganda Workcamp with the African Quakers. Teams construct classrooms, refurnish Quaker schools, teach students, and provide community service.

**Events**

Meet Friends in Riga, Kiev, Moscow, St. Petersburg, June 2005. The Friends in Post-Soviet States program is sponsored by Friends House Moscow. Contact Julie Harkness at ASAP to reserve space: (718) 466-5555. Monte Verde, Costa Rica: <monteverdefriends.org> or call in the USA (502) 364-8994.

**Friends Association for Higher Education**

Call for Papers at Haverford College, Conference June 19-20, 2005, “CENTERING ON THE EDGE: INTELLECT, SPIRIT, ACTION.” Witnessing through scholarship, worship, and service, Quakers share the classroom, campus life, and beyond. Deepening the intellectual while feeding the spirit and soul. <http://www.ahhe.org/hasweb/fase>

**Quaker Writers and Artists**

Quakers used to shun the arts — but no more! Join the Fellowship of Quakers in the Arts at <www.fqa.org> and the Quaker Writers and Artists at <www.quaker.org/fqa>.
Haverford College seeks candidates for the following positions:

History of Science
A tenure-track appointment in the History of Science Department at the rank of assistant professor with a specialization in the History of Science. We are especially interested in scholars who focus on the history of early modern science and whose research emphasizes comparative scientific traditions and/or interactions between Western and non-Western knowledge cultures, including Islam. Candidates should send a detailed letter of application including a statement of teaching and research interests, C.V., at least three recommendations, and a sample of scholarship by December 1, 2004, to: Sharon Nagle, Administrative Assistant to the History of Science Search Committee, Haverford College, 570 Lancaster Avenue, Haverford PA 19041-1392. Questions to Professor Lisa Jane Graham, Dept. Chair (<lggran@haverford.edu>.

Political Science
A tenure-track position at the assistant professor level to begin Fall 2005. Specialists in any region excluding Latin America are welcome to apply. Research and teaching interests in the fields of political economy, nationalism, and/or identity politics will be considered. Haverford College is particularly interested in diversifying its faculty and in attracting women and minority candidates. Please attach a letter of recommendation including a statement of teaching and research interests, curriculum vitae, a sample of written work, graduate transcripts, and at least three letters of recommendation to Carl Henry, Secretary, Search Committee in Political Science, Haverford College, 570 Lancaster Avenue, Haverford, PA 19041. For full consideration, applications must be submitted by November 15, 2004.

For information about the College please visit our website (http://www.haverford.edu).


Resident managers. The American Friends Service Committee seeks five live-in co-managers for 7-bed guest facilities in its Washington Office in the Dupont Circle neighborhood of Washington, D.C. Fostering Quaker hospitality, the resident managers book overnight guests, supervise housekeepers, arrange relief house-sitters, oversee opera-
tions, and market the guest accommodations. The AFSC is an AA/EEO employer. Contact Willie Streater, (215) 241-7167, or <ww@afsc.org>.

Interns: 9–12 month commitment. Assist with hospitality and seminar planning at William Penn House. Room and board with small stipend. Applications from gays, lesbians, and/or heterosexuals will be welcome. 5-6 positions available. 6 months from the Capitol, Supreme Court, and near the Smithsonian Museums. 515 21st St. NW, Washington, DC 20004. (202) 543-5550. Fax: (202) 543-8514. <director@wmpnhouse.org>.

KENDAL COMMUNITIES and SERVICES: FOR OLDER PEOPLE

Kendal communities and services reflect sound management, adherence to Quaker values, and respect for each individual.

Continuing care retirement communities: Kendal at Longwood; Crosslands • Kendell Square, PA; Kendal at Coberlin • Oberlin, Ohio; Kendal at Ithaca • Ithaca, NY; Kendal at Lexington • Lexington, VA; Communities under development: Kendal at Coniston and Cartmel • Kendal at Granville • Granville, Ohio Independent living with residential services: Kendal at Harwood • Kendal at Haverford • Kendal at Ithaca • Kendal at Pennsylvania • Kendal at Thackerville, PA. The Lathrop Communities • Northampton and Easthampton, Mass.

Nursing care, residential and assisted living: Barclay Friends • West Chester, PA.

Advocacy/education programs: Unitarian Elderly • PA. Restrained Reduction Initiative Kendal Corporation Internships For information, call or write: Donna Lambert, The Kendal Corporation, P.O. Box 123, Kennett Square, PA 19348. (610) 398-5581. E-mail: <info@kc.kendal.org>.

Friends Homes, Inc., founded by North Carolina Yearly Meeting of the Society of Friends, has been providing retirement services since 1968. Both Friends Homes at Guilford and Friends Houses West are self-service, continuing care retirement communities offering independent living, assisted living, and skilled nursing care. Located in Greensboro, North Carolina, both communities are close to Guilford College and several Friends meetings. Enjoy the beauty of four seasons, as well as an interconnected, intellectual, and spiritual opportunities in an area where Quaker roots run deep. For information please call (336) 292-9922, or write: Friends Homes, Inc., Box 1190 W, Friends General, Greensboro, NC 27410. Friends Homes, Inc. owns and operates communities dedicated to the spirit and purpose of Equal Housing Opportunity. <www.friendshomes.org>.

Cape May, N.J. Beach house-weekly rentals; weekend rentals in off-season. Steps 12+. Great for family reunion! Block from beach to mall. Ocean views from wraparound porch. Call (718) 398-3561.

M E D F O R D L E A S

Medford Leas Continuing Care Retirement

Medford Leas welcomes you to visit our CCAC-credited, Quaker-related continuing care retirement community. Blending the convenience and accessibility of suburban living with the unique aesthetic of an arboretum and nature preserve, Medford Leas continues the long tradition of Quaker interest in plants and nature and their restorative qualities. A wide range of residential styles (from garden-style apartments to clustered townhouses) are arranged around the unique beauty of over 200 acres of landscaped gardens, natural woodlands, and meadows. With campuses in both Medford and Llewellyn, New Jersey, the cultural, intellectual, and recreational offerings of Philadelphia, Princeton, and New York City are just 30 to 90 minutes away. In addition, Medford Leas’ short-term stays are also within similar driving distances. Medford Monthly Meeting is thriving, active, and caring. Amenities and programs include daily exercise classes, tennis courts, indoor and outdoor swimming pools, fitness centers and programs, computer center, greenhouses, very active self-governed residents’ association with over 80 committees, on-site “university” program, and much more. Extensive lifetime Residence and Care Agreement covers medical care, prescription drugs, and future care/hospice; and travel companion. Long-term nursing and/or assisted living care without caps or limits. For more information call (800) 331-4302. <www.medfordleas.org>.

Real Estate
Quaker REALTOR specializing in Bucks County, PA, and Mercer County, N.J. I welcome the opportunity to exceed your expectations. Mark Fulton, Prudential Fox and Roach Realtors, 83 South Main Street, Yardley, PA 19067. (215) 495-0400 ext. 131.

Rental & Retreats
Cuanavaca, Mexico: Families, friends, study groups enjoy this beautiful hacienda style home daily rental 
provides excellent food and care. Six twin bedrooms, with bath and own entrance. Large living and dining room, long terrace with grill and large mountain and volcano view. Large garden and heated pool. Close to historic center and transportation. Call Edith Nolde (610) 52-777-318083, or write to (502) 894-9720.

Pocoona Manor. Beautiful, rural mountain house suitable for gatherings, weddings, or large families. The daily rate daily rental provides excellent food and care. Six twin bedrooms, with bath and own entrance. Large living and dining room, long terrace with grill and large mountain and volcano view. Large garden and heated pool. Close to historic center and transportation. Call Edith Nolde (610) 52-777-318083, or write to (502) 894-9720.

Friends Schools, Inc., founded by North Carolina Yearly Meeting of the Society of Friends, has been providing retirement services since 1968. Both Friends Homes at Guilford and Friends Houses West are self-service, continuing care retirement communities offering independent living, assisted living, and skilled nursing care. Located in Greensboro, North Carolina, both communities are close to Guilford College and several Friends meetings. Enjoy the beauty of four seasons, as well as an interconnected, intellectual, and spiritual opportunities in an area where Quaker roots run deep. For information please call (336) 292-9922, or write: Friends Homes, Inc., Box 1190 G, Friends General, Greensboro, NC 27410. Friends Homes, Inc. owns and operates communities dedicated to the spirit and purpose of Equal Housing Opportunity. <www.friendshomes.org>.


Walton Retirement Home, a nonprofit ministry of Ohio Yearly Meeting since 1844, offers an ideal place for retirement. Both assisted living and independent living facilities are available. For further information, please call Nirmal or Dana Kaut at (740) 425-2344, or write to Walton Retirement Home, 1524 East Main Street, Barnesville, OH 43713.

Schools
United Friends School: coed; preschool-8; emphasizing integrated, developmentally appropriate curriculum, after school arts, sports, and music programs. Busing available. 1001 North Broad Street, Quakertown, PA 18951. (215) 536-1733. <www.unitedfriendschool.org>

Lansdowne Friends School—a Quaker Friends school for boys and girls three years of age through 8th grade. Located in Quaker values. We provide children with a quality academic and a developmentally appropriate program in a nurturing environment. Whole language, thematic education, conflict resolution, Spanish, after-school care, summer program, 110 N. Lansdowne Avenue, Lansdowne, PA 19050. (610) 620-2548.

Junior high boarding school for grades 7, 8, 9. Small academic classes, challenging outdoor experiences, community service, consensus decision making, daily work projects in a caring, community environment. Arthur Morgan School, 80 AM-IC, 375 Snow Road, Lniardsville, PA, 19348. (610) 675-4262. <info@arthurmorganschool.org>. <www.arthurmorganschool.org>

Sandy Spring Friends School. Five- or seven-day boarding option for grades 9–12. Day school pre-K through 12. Coed. 150 acres an hour from Washington, D.C., and New York City. Also offers an extended day program, tutoring, and summer school. Information: Sandy Spring School, 1500 Old Norwood Road, Sandy Spring, MD 20860. (301) 774-7485, ext. 375. <www.sfs.org>.

Stratford Friends School provides a strong academic program in a warm, supportive, up-grading set for children ages 3 to 13 who learn differently. Small classes and an enriched curriculum answer the needs of the whole child. An at-risk program for five-year-olds is available. The school also offers an extended day program, tutoring, and summer school. Information: Stratford Friends School, 5 Luddlnd Road, Haverford PA 19083. (610) 446-2144.

Frankford Friends School: coed; Pre-K to grade 8; serving center city, Northeast, and most areas of Philadelphia. We provide students with an affordable yet challenging academic program in a small, nurturing environment. Frankford Friends School, 1009 Frankford Street, Philadelphia, PA 19124. (215) 533-5386.

Services Offered
Senior Services: Retired pastoral psychotherapist can provide assessment and treatment plans; facilitate relocation; respite/post hospital care; and financial counseling. Contact: Kay Baineoride, M.A., (610) 295-5489.

All Things Calligraphic
Carol Gray, Calligraphy/Quaker. Specializing in wedding certificates. Reasonable rates, timely turnarounds. Call or e-mail: (404) 298-6673, <cheekgray@mindspring.com>.

Meetings

A partial listing of Friends meetings in the United States and abroad.

- Handicapped Accessible

Meeting Notice Rates: $18 per line per year. $24 minimum. Pay in advance. No discount. New entries and changes: $12 each.

Notice: A small number of meetings have been removed to continue in reaching them for updated information and billing purposes. If your meeting has been removed and wishes to continue to be listed, please contact us at 1216 Arch Street, Philadelphia, PA 19107. Please accept our apologies for any inconvenience.

AUSTRALIA

All Australian meetings for worship are listed on the Australian Quaker Home Page (www.quakers.org.au).

Meetings in Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne, and Perth offer overnight accommodation. Further details from Yearly Meeting Secretary (quaker@uqconnect.net), or phone 0417 337416.

BOTSWANA

GABORONE—Phone/FAX: (267) 934-7147, <quakerinfo.info@bfm.com>

CANADA

OTTAWA-Worship and First-day school 10:30 a.m. 91A Fourth Ave. (613) 232-9923.

TORONTO, ONTARIO-Worship and First-day school 11 a.m. 60 Lower Ward Ave. (north from cor. Stor and Broder), Toronto.

COSTA RICA

MONTEVIDEO-Phone 646-5507 or 646-5508.

SAN JOSE—Unprogrammed meeting, 11 a.m. Sunday at The Friends Peace Center/Guest Hostel, (506) 233-6168.

<www.amigosparalegal.org>.

GHANA

ACCRA—Unprogrammed meeting 10 a.m. Sundays, Hill House near animal Research Institute, Accra Golf Area. Phone: (233) 210-230 960.

NICARAGUA

MANAGUA—Unprogrammed worship, 10 a.m. Sundays, El Centro de los Amigos, APPT05-531, Managua, Nicaragua. Info: (727) 621-2428 or (011) 505-268-0984.

UNITED STATES

Alabama

AUBURN—Unprogrammed meeting, Sundays 9 a.m. Room 205, 132 N. Gay St. Phone: (334) 867-9898 or 820-6560.

BIRMINGHAM—Unprogrammed meeting 10 a.m. Sundays, 4415 6th Ave. S., Birmingham, AL 35222. (205) 262-5279.

FAIRHOPE—Unprogrammed meeting 10 a.m. Sundays, at Friends Meeting House, 28B Fairhope Ave, Write: P.O. Box 319, Fairhope, AL 36533. (251) 938-0982.

HUNTSVILLE—Unprogrammed meeting 10 a.m. Sundays in various homes. Call (205) 837-6527 or write P.O. Box 3330, Huntsville, AL 35810.

Alaska

ANCHORAGE—Call for time and directions. (907) 566-0700.

FAIRBANKS—Unprogrammed, First Day, 10 a.m. Hidden Hills Friends Center, 3960 Gold Hill Rd, Phone: 474-3736.

JUNEAU—Unprogrammed meeting, 10 a.m. Sunday, 750 St. Annis St., Douglas, Alaska 99924. Phone: (907) 366-4409.

Arizona

FLAGSTAFF—Unprogrammed meeting and First-day school 10 a.m., 402 S. Beaver, 86010.

McNEAL-Coohis Friends worship group at Friends SW Center, Hwy 191, m. 15. Worship 11 a.m. except when school. Phone 10:30 a.m. 3rd Sun. (520) 585-9367 or (520) 462-1029.

PHOENIX—Worship and First-day school 10 a.m. 1702 E. Glendale, Phone: (602) 983-5796.

TEMEPEC—Worship and First-day school 10 a.m. 318 E 15th St., 85281. (480) 963-3966. <www.tempequakers.com>.

TUCSON-Fima Friends Meeting (unprogrammed). First-day school meets 10 a.m. and worship 11 a.m. at 1110 S. 5th Ave., 85705-7723. Information: (520) 332-2630.

Arkansas

CAOOG-(Ark., La., Ok., Tex.), Unprogrammed. Call (Hope, Ark.) 777-7138, (Mena, Ark.) 739-6135.

Meetings in Arkansas

- Partial listing of Friends meetings in the United States and abroad.

- Handicapped Accessible

Meeting Notice Rates: $18 per line per year. $24 minimum. Pay in advance. No discount. New entries and changes: $12 each.

Notice: A small number of meetings have been removed to continue in reaching them for updated information and billing purposes. If your meeting has been removed and wishes to continue to be listed, please contact us at 1216 Arch Street, Philadelphia, PA 19107. Please accept our apologies for any inconvenience.

AUSTRALIA

All Australian meetings for worship are listed on the Australian Quaker Home Page (www.quakers.org.au).

Meetings in Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne, and Perth offer overnight accommodation. Further details from Yearly Meeting Secretary (quaker@uqconnect.net), or phone 0417 337416.

BOTSWANA

GABORONE—Phone/FAX: (267) 934-7147, <quakerinfo.info@bfm.com>

CANADA

OTTAWA-Worship and First-day school 10:30 a.m. 91A Fourth Ave. (613) 232-9923.

TORONTO, ONTARIO-Worship and First-day school 11 a.m. 60 Lower Ward Ave. (north from cor. Stor and Broder), Toronto.

COSTA RICA

MONTEVIDEO-Phone 646-5507 or 646-5508.


GHANA

ACCRA—Unprogrammed meeting 10 a.m. Sundays, Hill House near animal Research Institute, Accra Golf Area. Phone: (233) 210-230 960.

NICARAGUA

MANAGUA—Unprogrammed worship, 10 a.m. Sundays, El Centro de los Amigos, APPT05-531, Managua, Nicaragua. Info: (727) 621-2428 or (011) 505-268-0984.

UNITED STATES

Alabama

AUBURN—Unprogrammed meeting, Sundays 9 a.m. Room 205, 132 N. Gay St. Phone: (334) 867-9898 or 820-6560.

BIRMINGHAM—Unprogrammed meeting 10 a.m. Sundays, 4415 6th Ave. S., Birmingham, AL 35222. (205) 262-5279.

FAIRHOPE—Unprogrammed meeting 10 a.m. Sundays, at Friends Meeting House, 28B Fairhope Ave, Write: P.O. Box 319, Fairhope, AL 36533. (251) 938-0982.

HUNTSVILLE—Unprogrammed meeting 10 a.m. Sundays in various homes. Call (205) 837-6527 or write P.O. Box 3330, Huntsville, AL 35810.

Alaska

ANCHORAGE—Call for time and directions. (907) 566-0700.

FAIRBANKS—Unprogrammed, First Day, 10 a.m. Hidden Hills Friends Center, 3960 Gold Hill Rd, Phone: 474-3736.

JUNEAU—Unprogrammed meeting, 10 a.m. Sunday, 750 St. Annis St., Douglas, Alaska 99924. Phone: (907) 366-4409.

Arizona

FLAGSTAFF—Unprogrammed meeting and First-day school 10 a.m., 402 S. Beaver, 86010.

McNEAL-Coohis Friends worship group at Friends SW Center, Hwy 191, m. 15. Worship 11 a.m. except when school. Phone 10:30 a.m. 3rd Sun. (520) 585-9367 or (520) 462-1029.

PHOENIX—Worship and First-day school 10 a.m. 1702 E. Glendale, Phone: (602) 983-5796.

TEMEPEC—Worship and First-day school 10 a.m. 318 E 15th St., 85281. (480) 963-3966. <www.tempequakers.com>.

TUCSON—Fima Friends Meeting (unprogrammed). First-day school meets 10 a.m. and worship 11 a.m. at 1110 S. 5th Ave., 85705-7723. Information: (520) 332-2630.

Arkansas

CAOOG-(Ark., La., Ok., Tex.), Unprogrammed. Call (Hope, Ark.) 777-7138, (Mena, Ark.) 739-6135.
NEW ORLEANS—Unprogrammed worship Sundays 10 a.m.

MAINE


SHREVEPORT—Unprogrammed. Call: (318) 459-3751.

SOUTH CAROLINA

LUSBY, MD

7828 Worship Boyds. (410) 724-2693.

MINNESOTA

MINNEAPOLIS

TIMBERHORN Mutual Meeting. Worship (unprogrammed) and First-day school, 10 a.m. on Sundays, meeting at 1760 S. 3rd St., Minneapolis, MN 55404. For times: (612) 356-6169. <www.quaker.org/mininfo>.


ST. PAUL—West Side Friends Meeting. Worship every Sunday at 10 a.m. and 11 a.m., 1305 West 16th St., Minneapolis, MN 55404, or 461 Washington Ave. N., Minneapolis, MN 55401. For times: (612) 822-6180.

ST. PAUL—Protest Friends Meeting near U of M campus. Meet Sun. 4 p.m. Call: (651) 504-5149.

ST. PAUL—Southside Friends Meeting. Worship (unprogrammed) on Sundays, 10 a.m. except on Sundays and holidays.


TEXAS

NEW ORLEANS—Unprogrammed worship Sundays 10 a.m.

LEWISTON—Unprogrammed worship and First-day school. Worship, 9 a.m. and 10 a.m. Summers at 9 a.m. and 10 a.m. First-day school, 9 a.m. and 10 a.m. All welcome.

STEAMBOAT SPRINGS—Meeting for worship. 10 a.m. Each Sunday, meeting at 2142 24th St. (503) 826-9949.

SACRAMENTO—Unprogrammed worship. Worship held at various times. For times: (916) 452-2070.

SANDIA—Unprogrammed worship. Worship held at various times. For times: (505) 295-1660.

SALT LAKE CITY—Unprogrammed worship. Meet at 211 S. 100 E., Salt Lake City, UT 84111. For times: (801) 568-1515.

SALT LAKE CITY—Unprogrammed worship. Meet at 211 S. 100 E., Salt Lake City, UT 84111. For times: (801) 568-1515.

SALT LAKE CITY—Unprogrammed worship. Meet at 211 S. 100 E., Salt Lake City, UT 84111. For times: (801) 568-1515.

SALT LAKE CITY—Unprogrammed worship. Meet at 211 S. 100 E., Salt Lake City, UT 84111. For times: (801) 568-1515.

SALT LAKE CITY—Unprogrammed worship. Meet at 211 S. 100 E., Salt Lake City, UT 84111. For times: (801) 568-1515.

SALT LAKE CITY—Unprogrammed worship. Meet at 211 S. 100 E., Salt Lake City, UT 84111. For times: (801) 568-1515.

SALT LAKE CITY—Unprogrammed worship. Meet at 211 S. 100 E., Salt Lake City, UT 84111. For times: (801) 568-1515.

SALT LAKE CITY—Unprogrammed worship. Meet at 211 S. 100 E., Salt Lake City, UT 84111. For times: (801) 568-1515.

SALT LAKE CITY—Unprogrammed worship. Meet at 211 S. 100 E., Salt Lake City, UT 84111. For times: (801) 568-1515.

SALT LAKE CITY—Unprogrammed worship. Meet at 211 S. 100 E., Salt Lake City, UT 84111. For times: (801) 568-1515.
CORPUS CHRISTI–Costal Bend Friends Meeting, meets 1st Sun at 10:45 a.m. Contact Beverly at (361) 884-4188 for information.

DALLAS–Unprogrammed worship for meeting Sundays 10:30 a.m. First Day School at 1st Day School. (214) 921-6543. <www.scym.org/swart>

EL PASO–Meeting at 10 a.m. Sunday, 2821 Idalia, El Paso TX 79903. Phone: (915) 564-5651. Please leave a message.

FORT WORTH–Unprogrammed meeting 11 a.m. Sundays at Wilford Blount, 2750 W. Lowdon. First-day school also at 11 a.m. (817) 531-2364 or 992-9247.


HILL COUNTRY–Unprogrammed meeting 10 a.m. June to September 10:30 a.m., discussion 11 a.m., Unitarian Fellowship Bldg., 215 Lona Vista, Kerrville, Tex. (830) 777-2873.

HOUSton–Live Oak Meeting. Sundays 8:30 and 10 a.m. Wednesdays 12:30 p.m. discussion 2:30 p.m. meeting for worship 4-6:30 p.m. 1318 W. 26th St. (713) 882-6985.

LUmBOCK–Unprogrammed worships, Sunday afternoons from 2 to 3 p.m. Grace Presbyterian Church, 4620 10th St. (713) 767-5707.

RIO GRANDE VALLEY–Unprogrammed worship 10:30 a.m. Sun. conference call J.C. Brown (956) 985-4850.

S AINT ANTONIO–Unprogrammed worship 11 a.m. Discussion 11 a.m. at 7032 N. Vanlier, Mail: P.O. Box 6127, San Antonio, TX 78205. (210) 945-8456.

TULAY–Unprogrammed. Call (956) 723-6283.

Utah

LOGAN–Unprogrammed meeting and first-day school 10 a.m. The Whittier Center, 300 North and 400 East. Telephone: (435) 753-1299.

SALT LAKE CITY–Unprogrammed meeting and first-day school 10 a.m. Call (801) 585-1506 or 582-0719.

Virginia

BROOKTON–Worship, Sundays 10 a.m., Senior Service Center, 124 Pleasant St., 1 block north, 1 block east of intersection of Route 9 and Main St. (802) 441-9193.

BURLINGTON–Worship 11 a.m. 1st Sun at 173 North Prospect St. Call (802) 660-9521 about religious ed.

FRUSHTON–Worship 10:45 a.m. Worship and First-day school 11 a.m. Clerk: Martin F. Brown (956) 985-4850.

MIDDLESBORO–Worship 10 a.m. at Havurah House, 56 N. Pleasant St., Middlebury. (802) 388-7864.

PLAINFIELD–Each Sunday at 10 a.m. Call Alan Tepow, (802) 454-4675.

PUTNEY–Worship, Sunday 9:30 a.m. and 11 a.m. Adult education, 9:45 a.m. Singing and 10:15 a.m. Children’s program, 11:15 a.m. Rts. 5, 6 and north of Village, Putney. Telephone: (802) 256-2599.

SOUTH STARKSBORO–Unprogrammed worship and First-day school 9 a.m. Singing 9 a.m. Call Robert Turner (802) 453-4927.

WILDERNESS–Meeting for worship 10 a.m. in Shrewsbury Library. MT. Hope Hill Rd. Cuttingsville. Call Kate Brinton, (802) 229-8842. For Chris O’Gorman, (802) 775-9552.

West Virginia

BELGROVE–Unprogrammed worship 1st Sun. at 10 a.m. 811 Clay St. Phone: (304) 385-9588.

BETHEL–Meetings at Friends House, Sundays 10 a.m. Call (304) 385-9588.

CYNTHIA–Unprogrammed meeting for worship Thursdays 9:30 a.m. Phineas Turner St. (304) 262-0280.

DANVER–Unprogrammed worship 1st Sun. 8:45 a.m. Call 429-3686.

LACROSS–Worship 10 a.m. Call Leslie Austrian, (304) 262-6056.

MORGANTOWN–Morgantown Friends Meeting, Every 2nd Sun at 10 a.m. Phone: (304) 595-3520.

PARKERSBURG–Morris-Ohio Valley Friends. See Marietta, Ohio, listing.

Wisconsin

BELLOT–Unprogrammed worship Sundays 10 a.m. 811 Clay St. Phone: (304) 385-9588.

BUTION–Meetings at Friends House, Sundays 10 a.m. Call (304) 385-9588.

GASTON MAIDEN–Worship 10 a.m. at 1501 Post Office St. Gerald Campbell, Clerk, (409) 762-1785.


HARRISONBURG–Valley Friends Meeting, Unprogrammed worship, Sundays 10 a.m., 303 High St., Dayton, (540) 879-8879.

HERACHON–Singing 10:15 a.m. Worship and First-day school 9 a.m. 10 a.m. 630 S. 29th Ave. North, (540) 325-0600.

LEXINGTON–Maury River Friends. Unprogrammed worship Sundays 10 a.m. First-day school 9 a.m. child care, 10 a.m. W. Wellington, 630 S. 29th Ave. North, (540) 325-0600.

LINCOLN–Singing 10:15 a.m. Worship and First-day school 9 a.m. Make sure you call for information.

MIDDLETOWN–Worship 11 a.m., children’s First-day school at 11 a.m. (804) 586-1767.

NORFOLK–Worship and First-day school at 10 a.m. Phone: (757) 721-8717 and information.

RICHMOND–Worship 9:30 and 11 a.m. 4500 Keneising Ave. (804) 358-6155.

ROANOKE–Worship 9:30 a.m. 20ually at Hollins United Methodist Chapel. Info.: (540) 227-1201 or, (540) 545-3550.

WASHINGTON–Meeting for worship 11 a.m. (based on silence). 1937 Leskin Rd., Virginia Beach, VA 23451. (757) 481-5711.

WILLAMSBURG–Meeting for worship 10 a.m. Children, First-day school, First-day school, 104 W. Kingswood Dr., (757) 253-7752.

WITNESSE–Hopewell Community Meeting. 7 miles N from Winton. Insmom. First-day school. Go west on Hopeville Rd. 0.7 miles. Turn Left into Hopewell Center Drive. Unprogrammed meeting for worship 10 a.m. First-day school 11 a.m. Call: (540) 667-1144. Email: <cbates@visulink.com>.

Wrightstown–Meeting for worship and First-day school at 10 a.m. Phone: (609) 256-5201.

WINTON–Meeting for worship and First-day school at 10 a.m. Phone: (609) 256-5201.

WINCHESTER–Hopewell Community Meeting. 7 miles N from Winton. Insmom. First-day school. Go west on Hopeville Rd. 0.7 miles. Turn Left into Hopewell Center Drive. Unprogrammed meeting for worship 10 a.m. First-day school 11 a.m. Call: (540) 667-1144. Email: <cbates@visulink.com>.
FOR THE HOLIDAYS

Gifts with Heart and Hope

Do you have too much “stuff?” As the holiday season approaches, perhaps you are thinking about others in your life you want to remember—but they may have an abundance of life’s material possessions, too.

Through a “gift card,” the American Friends Service Committee (AFSC) offers a meaningful way to recognize the importance of your loved ones. For each $35 gift, you’re entitled to a card (see picture) called “Guardian of Nature” which includes an inspirational quote and a message that you’ve made a contribution to AFSC in the name of the recipient.

Goats give milk for Haiti’s children
Haiti’s Grand’Anse peninsula is one of that beautiful country’s poorest and most remote regions. A milk goat gives children in a needy family an additional source of protein.
AFSC provides families with Nubian and Boer goats as well as feed and training in animal care.
$75 can provide a Haitian family with a milk goat.

Work camps teach young people the joy of service
From the beginning, AFSC has involved young people in its programs. We continue to provide service opportunities by sponsoring work camps in Latin America, China, and in Native American communities in the United States. While offering their help to communities in need, the young people immerse themselves in a different culture and have a life-changing experience.
$200 provides scholarship aid for work campers.

Water buffalo improve the harvest in Cambodia
Sturdy draught animals remain a lynchpin of economic security and food production in rural societies around the world. Few animals are sturdier or more reliable than the water buffalo, which can plow, assist in clearing land, and pull heavy loads.
Since 2000, the American Friend Service Committee has founded “animal banks” for water buffalo in seven Cambodian villages. The banks are village cooperatives that distribute calves to members of the group, allowing those who otherwise could not afford to have a draught animal to have a buffalo of their own.
$100 can help provide a Cambodian family with a water buffalo calf.

Mango trees prevent erosion and provide nutrition
In the last 40 years, Haiti’s forests have been diminished from 30 percent to just 5 percent of the country’s land area. Mango trees prevent hillside erosion and provide an additional supplement to a family’s diet.
$50 will allow a family in Haiti to have its own mango trees and prevent erosion.

A way to help people worldwide
From Maine to Mozambique, Kosovo to Kansas City, Colombia to Chicago, Hanoi to Haiti, AFSC is at work. Programs for economic stability, civil rights, reconciliation, education, and human dignity for all carry forward an 85-year-old mission. Finding modern expression for Quaker values is the hallmark of AFSC.
$35 supports all of AFSC’s work around the world.

To buy Gifts with Heart and Hope:
Call toll free 1-888-588-2372, ext. 1
Go online to www.afsc.org

American Friends Service Committee 1501 Cherry Street, Philadelphia, PA 19102-1403